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Campus Polic e See Need For Daytime Guns
1

Council to Hear Police Proposal

by Bob Wade
.
.
A plan to permit the Kean College Campus Police to
carry guns during the day has been proposed by Martin
Greenberg, director of the Campus Pol ice, and is to be
presented to Student Council at their weekly meeti ng
tomorrow.
Gree!lberg has said the
" protection of the Campus community and the Pol ice on duty" is
the major reason for the
program which would extend an
existing policy allowing officers
to carry sidearms on the night
shifts.
Those connected with the
police department are in favor of
the proposal but for different
reasons.
OFFICERS SHOULD
HAVE PROTECTION
Senior Officer Kevin E. Boyle
said he feels the police officers
·should have the protection.
There is a time lag, according to
Boyle, when an officer must
return to headquarters for a

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Martin Greenberg, director of Campus Police, wHI present the
proposal which will permit officers to carry guns during the day to
Student Council.

I

weapon instead of being armed
and " on the spot."
Boyle said, "We are running
into a lot of, what I would not
term normal (offenses) for a
college community."
Police Officers, questioned as
to their feelings on the proposal,
have refused comment saying,
"talk to the Union representative."
UNARMED SHOULD NOT
RESPOND TO ALARMS
In a directive issued by Det.
Gerald P. McGrath , vicepresident of PBA union local
#105, to the members of the
Campus Police unit, he
reminded the officers that it was
agreed not to respond to any

,

.

alarms' at the Franklin State
~ank on Campus
"unless
i:iroperly armed."
'
GRIEVANCE IN
FOURTH STEP
"Our grievance is now in the
fourth step," the letter said,
rtferring to the gun issue.
"Members that respond to
alarms, unarmed, are going to
111ake it harder for us to win the
grievance since the college will
S1$lte guns are not necessary
b~cause we respond unarmed!"
Under the Uniform Crime
R~porting System, the State Attorney General requires reports
k11own as "Return A" and
"1.eturn A-Supplement" to be
filed monthly with all "offenses
kr,own to police included on the
reports.
STA TISTICS SHOW
NO DECREASE
These compilations of statistics
shows there is no significant

l 1ndependenl
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Greenberg Reprimands Policeman

Officer Uses Wro~g-Equipment
by Robert Kern

• • ~t the· K.C. corr.ii.
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Whether

Security System's Produces
Two Conflicting Reports
by Robert Kern

The Standard Operating
Procedure states that "The shift

The Kean College Serurity System has, during the last
three years undergone careful scrutiny twice resulting in

supervisor shall prepare to issue

two vastly different reports.

to each officer .. . one revolver
and twelve rounds of issued ammunition, .38 special caliber, low
velocity lead ball cartridge."
The holster pictured belonging to Officer John Stroka is
holding two rows of bullets. The
top row, seen through the
fingers is the standard issue, the
bottom row are hollow-ground
bullets. The long bullet at the
end is a .38 rifle cartridge to keep
the rows in line. It cannot be
fired from the pistol. The holster
also is not approved.
Recently after this picture was
taken the officer was reprimanded by Martin Greenberg,
director of Campus Police, and
since has been wearing only approved belt, holster and type and
round of ammunition.
Greenberg stated, "The officer
in question is a good officer.
When he read the regulations he
misinterpreted what was meant

In 1972 Robert A. Hair,
prepared a report for the administration. In it Hair stated in
the introduction, "It is the feeling of the campus police that if
they were to be issued firearms
to carry while on duty on the
campus they would become an
effective police force and be
respected by students, faculty,
public police, etc."
Hair States His Opinion
Hair stated that in his opinion
while the lack of firearms contributed to low morale other factors had to be considered: poor
selection process; inadequate
training;
inadequate record
keeping; lack of communication
with students, faculty and administration; lack of definition
and understanding of their
role-security guards or
policeman ; performing nonpolice functions, parking lot
attendants.

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Unauthorized bullets and holster
reprimanded by Greenberg.
by approved ammunition." The
extra bullets , the hollow
grounds, are approved by state
use and by many municipalities.

caused this Officer Siroka to be

" The officer is now wearing
regulation
cartridge
holder
which does not display the
bullets," Greenberg said.

Greenberg Su&,,,.. • ~
Two years later, Martin
Greenberg submitted a report to
the Finance and Building Committee. Greenberg had been
hired after the Hair report was
submitted.
Greenberg, in his report, took
the above drawbacks and
reiterated them with a summary
of what has been done in the
intervening two years.
Higher Standard Reported
Greenberg reported on the
higher requirements for becoming a Campus police officer, improvements of College-Police
relationships. He also noted
higher moral in "a job well
done. "
Also in the report Greenberg
included an evaluation of the
Campus police before and after
the issuance of firearms during

(Continued on back page)

Greenberg Defends Qualifications Of Police
BY Robert Kern

In a recent interview, Martin Greenberg, director of
Campus Police, defended the qualifications of his
department.
Greenberg stated that since he
has taken over the police, he has
escalated their competence. To
accomplish this, campus police
officers must now pass every test
necessary to qualify as a state
policeman .
Campus Security, Greenberg
pointed out, are not part of the
Police department. " The Campus Security guards are in the
dorms checking ID's and
credentials and that's all."
Request Starts Rumors
The Campus Police have
recently requested to be able to
carry guns during the hours from
7 a.m . til 3:30 p.m. This request
has started a flurry of rumors
around the Campus as to the

competence of the Campus
Police.
" Every man must," stated
Greenberg, " pass the required
psychological test that is given to
every state police. They must also
undergo the three month training session and a background
check in run on every man."
Court May Decide Issue
Greenberg stated the matter
of guns may have to be settled in
court. If the grievance being
put through by Local 105 of the
Patrolman 's
Benevelont
Association is passed then orders
may come through from the Attorney General's office to arm all
Campus policeman . If the Attorney General ordered this then

the administration of the college
would have the option to take
the matter to court.
" I am answerable to the administration on an administrative
level," said Greenberg. " This office must answer to the attorney
general of the state. "
Many Officers Are
Ex-Students
Greenberg went on , " If an off icer fires a gun and hits
someone it must go through the
prosecutor's office and before a
Grand Jury. The police on this
Campus are usually ex-students.
Some are here now as students,
they do not want to be shot at as
students so they will, in turn be
careful as police."
Recently a directive went out
from Greenberg's office stating
that no police officer shall
answer an alarm from Franklin

State Bank unarmed. Greenberg
stated that, in a bank robbery,
the robbers are considered to be
armed and dangerous.
Uniform Becomes Target
According to Greenberg, " If
one of our pol ice rolls up and
starts to head jn, the uniform
becomes a target, and before he
is through the vestibule the
robber can
shoot him ."
Greenberg stated that his men,
instead, will stay out of sight and
observe until back-up from the
Union police arrive. " Many
robbers now use look outs . Our
men can be spotted and, without
being armed, are in great
danger," Greenberg added .
The administration has recently made another appropiation
for the Campus police creating
eight new positions on the force.
Greenberg reported that there

are more than 900 applications
for these positions.
The Wyatt
Earp Syndrome
Greenberg was asked about
the Wyatt Earp Syndrome in
police work. The Wyatt Earp
Syndrome occurs when a police
officer begins to believe himself
to be the last barrier between
civilization and anarchy.
Greenberg answered that he
believes that no one on the Campus force has such beliefs in fact
" 20 to 30 applicants have been
rejected for the results of the
psychological test over the past
18 months. "
,
Self-Contained Unit
" We are a self-contained
po I ice
headquarters ,"
Greenberg went on. " We have
facilities for arrests, interroga-

(Continued on back page)
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Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs
by Kevin P. Davis
Vetarans should be aware of
the new Veterans Administration
policy on changing enrollment
status (full-time, three quarter
time, or half time) . If veterans
attending college under the GI
bill educational program reduce
their credit load sufficiently to
change thei r stat us, the' corres-

..;

Ph o to by Ma Rda Ga/is-M enendez

Suzanne Desch, secretary
ponding reductio n in monthly
allotment may be ret roa ctive to
tlie beginning of the semester.

Also it should be noted that a
complete withdrawal from
classes may require a repa yment
by the veteran to the Veterans
Administration of all monies
received under the GI bill for this
semester.
Veterans should look for further information o n this subject
in the Veteran's newsletter, soon
to be sent out.
Each week two members of
the Veteran Affairs Office will be
profiled with an accompanying
picture, in this column. This
week the Kean College Coordinator of Veteran Affairs , Steve
Vence and office secretary
Suzanne Desch are the subjects .
Steve Vence, a Navy veteran , is
a 1975, graduate of Kean College
and
is currently attending
graduate classes here at the
College . He has served in the
capacity of VA Coordinator si nee
October 1975, and participated
in the College work-study
program as an undergraduate.
Mr. Ve nce has also been an active member of Alpha Sigma Mu,
the Veteran 's fraternity:

KC Sponsors Horn Recital
A French horn recital will be
performed by Marie Osoli nski
on Sunday, March 27, 1977 at
3:00 p .m. in the afternoon. The

Robert Pollock composer in
residence will perform a piano
recital of Twentieth Cen_
t ury
music . The concert will take
place on Wednesday evening,
March 9th in the Eugene G .
Wilkins Theater for the Performing Arts. There is no ad mission charge .
Robert Pollock. a resident of
Beach Haven. New Jersev is a
graduate ot Princeton University where he studied composition 1111ith

Milton

Babbitt .

His recital will feature works of
Debussy, Bartol< and some
ori ginal compositions .
Additional information may
be obtained by calling the Music
Department at 527-2108.

recital , to be held at Kean
College of New Jersey W ilkins
Theater for the Performing Arts,
will include solo works by the
baroque and romantic compose rs Corelli and Glazuno .
Professor
Herbert
Golub,
chairman of the Kean College
Music Department will accompany the soloist.
Miss
Osolinski will be joined later in _
the program by violinist Carol
Herron and pianist Isadore
Freeman for the Brahms Trio in E
flat Major.
Miss Osolinski is a senior, maMusic Education at
Kean College of New Jersey and
will graduate with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in June. A student of
L. William Ku yper, she has
studied French horn for seven
years and plans to continue her
studies upon graduation.
This concert is free of charge
and the public is welcome to
attend.

I

Ph oto by M a1;da Ga /is- Me nendez

Steve Vence, coordinator of
Veteran Affairs
years under the College's workstudy program . Ms. Desch is a
junior, earth science major,
who 's area of expertise is
geology .
These are just two of the office
personnel who handle the
volumnous processing workload
for the over 700 veterans attending Kean College.

Student Activities Jazz Program is presenting Charlie
Mosler and Ragged Edge with Jack Six and Harry Leahey
performing a concert including poetry and jazz, Monday night, March 7th , in the Little Theatre at 9:00 p.m.
Jack Six has been bassist in
Dave Brubeck's band as well as
with Gerry Mulligan and he was
one-half of a duo with guitarist
Jim Hall when the " New Yorker"
did its Jim Hall Profile .
Harry Leahey has played guitar
wittl sax players as different as
Gerry Mulligan and Eric . Kloss.
Last fall he worked with Jack Six
at Sweet Basil in Greenwhich
Village, and recently has been
working with Phil Woods with
whom he has made an album.
Glenn
Davis
has been
drummer with pianist John
Coates and the late · Bernard
Peiffer,as well as having worked

in a small group with Bill Watrous. He's a tasteful and inventive drummer.
Charlie Mosler has had poetry
readings at Richard 's Lounge in
Lakewood for the New York City
Poetry Cooperative, and at the
Charles Street Meeting House in
Boston. Some of his war ~ has
appeared in poetry magaz111es,
and in 1972 he had another
poetry-and-jazz group (LYNX)
which performed at several
colleges.
Admission is free and tickets
are available in the Student Activities Office CC143.

~

Oh my goodness it's ...

Those Crazy College Kids
;>;.

joring in

OPER.S? .
fl10R.NER.
by Haight Ashburry
Sometimes everyone wants to

Suzanne Desch has held :the
position of secretary in the
Veteran Affairs Office for three

Student Activities Presents
Jazz and Poetry Program

digestion .
Instead of receiving a presbe in somebody else's shoes. cription for medicine to
More than once I've thought
decrease gut matility, a conabout being in Bob Randall's
dition c:tused by a stomach
position .
operation and allowing better
Bob Randall is not only the one
absorption of nutrients, Mr.
person who can legally smoke
Bachman was convicted of
pot in the U.S. but also has Uncle
possession. He got suspended
Sam as his dealer. After subjecsentence and plans to appeal to
ting himself to many studies and
the Hawaii Supreme Court.
tests, Randall proved to Superior
The courts may someday, hear
Court Judge James Washington
a case for still another medical
Jr. that mariguana can control his
use of marijuana. THC, recent
disease (advanced glaucoma)
work on hypertensive rats shows,
while the legal medications are
lowers high blood pressure to
ineffective.
normal levels. The THC may also
Randall, appearing on AM
help reduce fevers.
New York, said that after smokIn addition to all these medical
ing pot the blurry and fuzzy dis- · revelations about pot, the Hartortions caused by the glaucoma
vard Medical School researchers
clear up consider ab!;. Several
have found that the weed made
federal agencies have set up a for friendlier relations between
special research project to
subjects. When testing twenty
provide Randall with a free of
small groups of men, who were
charge fifteen joint pack of 2.04 strangers to each other, the
THC pot per week. I'll bet this
researchers
utilized
both
makes his ashtrays interesting.
placebo and real joints. The subAnother
man ,
Walter
jects, without knowledge of
Bachman failed in his effort to
when the real or when the
convince a Honolulu court that
placebo joints were being used,
he needed legal medical
became friendlier after smoking
marijuana too. Bachman, with
the real thing.
the encouragement of his docScientists have also tested the
tor, has been for the past four frustration levels of stoned and
years smoking pot to improve
(Continued on back page)

!lob Wade

The Botony Department discovered a new breed of plant. Many people have been complaining about the
trampled grass that has turned into mud. The Botony Department stated that this experimental specimen
has been put through many endurance tests and has proved. itself strong in all of them. If the plant
flourishes it will be scaled down and planted in place of grass in those muddy. spots on campus.

Vacations
Offered By
Youth Hostels
If winter has you down and
you're looking for something
different to do during Spring
Vacation, look into the five-day
Gulf of Mexico cruise offered by
American Youth Hostels, a nonprofit organization that
promotes
traveling
out-ofdoors.
For only $154, which includes
foods, s a i I i_n g instr u c tions-everything
except
transportation to and from the
starting point, you can sail on a
26-foot sloop from Ft. Meyers,
Florida, beginning any Monday
in March or April. You ' ll
welcome the warm waters at
tropical anchorages off Captiva ,
Sanibel, Boca Grande and other
unnamed beaches of the Gulf
Islands.
For more information about
these sailing trips, write to
American' Youth Hostels Metropolitan Detroit Council, Attn:
Jerry Barron , 14335 W .
McNichols, Detroit, Michigan
48235; or call them at (313) 2738560.
And while in Florida, take advantage of the three youth
hostels near Disney World where
you can bunk overnight and
cook your own food for as little
as $3.50 a night. Contact: Bill
Gilmore at (703) 592-3271 .

Renata Plans
To Reactivate
An informal lunch gettogether for mature students was
held on February 15, in Downs
Cafeteria. The luncheon was one
aspect of a current attempt to
reactivate the Renata Club.
Renata membership is open to
students who are 25 years and
older, students who are taking

part in educational endeavors at
a non-traditional age .
Additionally, a place in the
Downs Cafeteria has been
designated as " Downs Corner"
and here mature students can
find
up-to-date information
about programs and activities
relevant to their needs.
Non-traditional students are a

vital and important part of the
Kean campus . Some of their
needs, however, are different
fr0m those of the younger
student, and it is those needs that
Renata can fulfill.
Another luncheon has been
set for March 15, also in the
Downs Cafeteria. Participants

can buy lunch or bring their own
food . The informal gathering will
begin at 11 :30 and for those who
cannot be there at that time, they
will be welcomed as they arrive.
For further information about
the luncheon , Renata , or any services for mature students, call
Judy Shapiro ext 2573 or Selma
Dubnick ext 2018.
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Career Outlook

GRADUATE SUMMARY

Total Number of Graduates
Number of Graduates Contacted

1494
994

100%
70%
Appro x.

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed

770

77%

Major Field

455

59%

Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related to Major

41

5%

Non B.A . Degree Position

274

36%

Attending Graduate School

76

8%

Not Interested in Employment

17

2%

119

Unemployed

12%
$9,500

Average Starting Salary

12

Other

1%

MAJOR PROGRAM - ART HISTORY
Total Number of Graduates

5

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

4

80%

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed

50%

2

Major Field

50%

Public Schooi Teaching
Parochial & Private School Teaching
Substitutes, Part- Time, Etc.
Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major
Non B.A. Degree Position

·so%

Attending Graduate School

25%

Not Interested In Employrl\ent

'

Unemployed

25%

Average Starting Salary

$7,800

Other

MAJOR PROGRAM - BIOLOGY - GENERAL
36
Number of Graduates Contacted
26

100%

Total Number of Graduates

80%

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
16
11

62%

Non B.A. Degree Position

5

31%

Attending Graduate School

4

15%

6

23%

Graduates Employed
Major Field

69'-'k

Public School Teaching
Parochial & Private Schoof Teaching
Substitutes, Part- Time, Etc.
_. Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major

Not Interested In Employment
Unemployed

$9,000

Average Starting Salary
Other

MAJOR PROGRAM - BIOLOGY - EDUCATION
Total Number of Graduates

4

Number of Graduates Contacted

4

100%
100%

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed

4

100%

Major Field

2

50%

Public School Teaching

2

50%

Parochial & Private .School Teaching
Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major

50%

2

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested In Employment
Unemployed
Average Starting Salary

$9,500

Other

TPA
9 LT
13 TPA
16 LT
20 TPA
23 LT
25 DN
6

27

LT

,-< 0

::t-~"

FILM SCHEDULE FOR MARCH
ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH
CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
HARLIN COUNTY U.S.A.
DA YID AND LISA
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT PART II
THE 12 CHAIRS
the film festival
7:30 SEVEN BEAUTIES
9:20 SWEPT AWAY
11 :20 SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE
2:00 THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI
3:30 LOVE & ANARCHY
KRAKATOA EAST OF )A YA
LT Little Theatre
ND wns Hall
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ACADEMIC
Su RVIVAL KIT

This is the first installment of articles which will appear each week
in this column that will help students at Kean improve their study
skills. Upcoming articles will include how to .study for exams, how to
improve your reacing skills, and how to build your writing skills.
How To Get
· help you read the book more
The Most Out Of
profitably.
Your Textbooks
Before you read a chapter in
A !extbook, properly us~d, can the text, survey the author's main
be invaluable to you m any ideas. Read whatever headnotes
co~rse. It can r:nake the course or summaries appear in the
easier for you; 1t c~n. add to the chapter. They provide a clue to
knowledge you gain m the class- all of the main concepts that the
sroom as well as prepare you for author is stressing, and they
classroom work; 1t can and serve as a handy outline.
should serve as a permanent
Examine the headings and
resource_book for you after the sub-headings of the chapter to
course itself has . bee~ com- gain a sense of its main . ideas,
pleted. The following six ste~s organization and direction. The
ha_
ve proved to be successful m arrangement of thse headings
us1~g textboo_
ks, and they _can often will suggest which topics
easily be applied· to any assign- and primary and which are
ment.
subordinate.
1. Survey the entire book
Read For
2. Read for the main ideas
The Main Ideas
3. Question_yourself as you re~d
The author is trying to convey
4. Underline and make margin a central concept in any given
notes
chapter of his book, and you
5. Use study guides
· should concern yourself with
6. Review systematically
that concept rather than worry
excessively about details. By
coflcentrating-on the main idea,
. you will find that facts and supporting evidence are much
easier to remember. Periodically
ask yourself what the author is
trying to say- in a particular section of a chapter.
Co-ordinate your class notes
with your reading. Good lectures
or class discussions should furSurvey The
ther illuminate the perceptions
Entire Book
you have derived from your
Before you read your text- reading. Keep full, legible, and
book, make a brief survey of the accurate lecture notes. Like your
author's method and intention textbook, lecture notes will serve
so you understand how he has as a basic part of your knowledge
ordered his materials.
in later years, and you will find
Read the preface carefully to ac- yourself returning to them for
quire a sense of the author's ma- guidance.
jor purpose in writing the book, . Read your assignment belOl'e
his approach to the materials, the clau discussion. Not only will
and the structure he is following. this technique make cramming
· Scan the table of contents to for examinations unnecessary,
grasp the organization and scope but it will also give you conof the book. As you read par- fidence in your own ideas. If you
ticular chapters, review the table wait until the professo r and
of contents to remind yourself of other students discuss an asthe larger context the author has signment before you read it, you
will lose faith ln yourself as an
in mind.
Read the concluding chapter independent reader.
or ffnal paragraphs of the book.
Read the material regularly
The author will often stress and
summarize those major points
that he has demonstrated
specifically
in
individual
chapters.
Glance at the book as a whole
and at the apparatus that s.upSouth Orange, N. ).-An
plements the text: chapter
Oriental experience is in store
headings and summaries, readfor visitors to "A Journey to
ing suggestions, quizzes,
chronologies, discussion ques- Asia," consisting of an afternoon
bazaar, arts and crafts, food and
tions, graphs, pictures and
diagrams. In a short time you will other cultural activities and an
have a sense of the author's evening program of music and
overall techniques ·which will dance to be presented at Seton
Hall University on Saturday,
March 12 by the Friends .of Asian
Studies. ·
The
afternoon
festivities,
scheduled for 4-6 p.m. in the
Galleon Room of the Student
Center, will include a Japanese
tea ceremon{ and Japanese
flower arranging, performances
of Korean dances and tai chi exercises, games for children,
demonstrations of the arts of
Japanese paper folding - and
Part of the money
Chinese paper cutting, and
you give the American
Oriental wares for sale. A buffet
Cancer Society helps
of Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
the International
Indian, Thai and Filipino snacks
will be available. Tickets for the
Association of
afternoon session only are $2.00
Laryngectomees help
for adults and $1.00 for children.
thou sandsofpeopk
A professional concert is
to learn to talk again
scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Main
after their voice boxes
Lounge at an admission charge
of $3.00. Featuring a Chinese
have been removed .
opera accompanied by the
Chinese musical instrument HuGive to the
Ching, the program will also inAmerican Cancer
clude Chinese and Japanese
dancers and instrumental music,
Society.
and Japan_ese songs played on

. and discuss it in class so that you
are , onstantly testing your ideas.
Your verbalization of reading
material will reinforce it in your
mintl.
S~mmarize whatever you have
rea • After finishing a page, restate he main ideas in your mind
and then glance back to see if
you are correct. Before closing
you text, repeat the major
poirjts of the material you have
read See if you can jot down the
cent al ideas in the section you
have just completed. If you can,
you y.,ill find that most of the supporting details w'ill return to you
ra_!:hl~r easily.
~>-r

~~~-;-::::;;:. _.--_.....,
~·
. ":;~>-~ >:_·, ~ :· ','/A
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,, . '1/1,_0.I
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In addition, when you resume
your reading the next day, your
brief review will serve and an encouragement to begin the next
assignment. By noting the major
points of your reading, you will
find that your preparation for an
examination is a relatively simple
matter.
"How to Get The Most Out of
Your Textbooks", appearing
here in three installments is the
first o f a new series of AAP
STUDENT SE111:.V\C'f. an\c\e.,
designed to help college
students improve their use of
study t ime and learning
materials.
A complimentary
complete copy will be sent to
you if you write to AAP STU DENT
SERVICE, Association of
American Publishers, Inc., One
Park Avenue, New York 10016.

(to be continued
next week)

Oriental Experience
· Visits Se ton Hall

Money

Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.

Non B.A. Degree Position

7~~~

>

Talks

the traditional koto and
shakuhachi instruments.
All -day tickets are $4.00 with
special rate to high school and
college
students
of $2.00 . .
Proceeds from the event will be
used for undergraduate scholarships for the Department of
Asian Studies.
The American College and
University S,,ervice Bureau announced a service to aid
students, / both undergraduate
and graduates, obtain funds
from foundations.
The Bureau's Director says,
"There are hundreds of foundations with millions of dollars
in funds earmarked to aid
students in meeting the cost of
higher education that goes untouched each year.
Why7
Students do not know of the
foundation or foundations or
how to go about obtaining these
funds."
The Bureau offers its services
to deserving students by supplying names of foundations
and guidance as to how to go
about obtaining funds from
same.
For more details on this service interested students may
write:
American College and
University
Service
Bureau,
-Dept. S, 1728 -5050 Poplar
Ave., Memphis, TN 38157
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Why...?
Last October, the KCNJ Board of Trustees, amid a flurry of
protest, authorized the Campus Police to carry firearms during
their second and third duty shifts. At that time, readers of the
Independent noticed more than one story covering armed
robberies in the dorms. Also, at that time the Indy took a "waitand~see" position on the decision, with "a careful monitoring
of the situation by Student Organhation" during the ensuing six
months. In the year that has passed since the decision was given
to the campus police, they have carried those same firearms
without having fired a shot, and so far neither the fears of the
gun protestors nor'the circumstances which would warrant .the
officers carrying the weapons have surfaced.
·
We still hold the opinion that any decision made concerning
the presence of any firearms, at anytime, be carefully considered. Whether the campus police are qualified
(psychologically or technically) is not the question. We are
skeptical of whether anyone is qualified to carry a gun.

March 3, 19n
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Fed up with Fees
Dear Editor,
I 'm glad to see that Student Organization has finally reached the
level that big governments attained years ago. At this time I would
like to commend the president and all his cohorts for being able to
achieve this coup de gras without notifing the student body prior to
the vote. In this age of governmental corruption it is amazing that
Student organization would even try a maneauver such as this.
Maybe the saying, "he who can learn from history is doomed to
repeat it," is true in this case.
Another gripe I have is, that if this raise is instituted, will we get
more for our money? To this question only time will tell but being a
true skeptic, I doubt it. Services, concerts and money to needed
organizations (ie. Third World and Feminist for Equality) will be
shunned.
·
I am a working student with a modest intelligence but this recent
move by Student Organization taxes even my patience. With unemployment on the rise, gas prices increasing and food prices
deplorably high, this present raise in the activities fees is uncalled for.
Let us not kid ourselves, when t,here are presently two New Jersey
colleges sueing to keep the price of tuition down, this is just the shape
of things to come. They say where there is smoke there is fire but this
looks like a potential five alarm fire .
It is about time the students on this campus start to remember the
late sixties. Don't let them jive you into thinking your situation is
hopeless. Maybe out Student Organization should stop being administratively oriented and more student oriented. There are principles involved here and they are if we are people or sheep to be
coralled and led to slaughter. Think-for yourself.
Signed
Richard Clemente

The Ears that nobody laughed at
Letter to the Editor
The recent account of Senate proceedings in your pages deserves I
am afraid some criticism . It is one thing to criticise the Senate for what
you perceive the failings of that body. But cheap shot mockery is
something else . " Sen net or Senate it's still slapstick" is funn y. But to
pos ition that in such a way that it reflects poorl y on a person who has
served this college for many years with distinction and whose
academic record is a credit to the college is, in my judgment, not the
way to proceed, it is unnecessary.
Sincerely

D . V. Letterese
H istory
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At night, when there is a proven, substantial rise in the crime
rate in any community, firearms may be a necessary evil in ensuring the safety to all, but from the hours of 7:30 a.m. to 3: 30
p.m. Kean College is an institution of learning with nearly
everyone going in specific directions. This is not to say that there
is no possibility of any serious altercations, but in the supposed
case of a perpetrator holding a hostage at knife-point, what
good would a gun do? We cannot decide on this issue, with
"just in cases" and "what ifs" because there are what ifs on both
sides of the question. What if the gun went off in the holster?
In ,riaking any decision concerning the issuance of firearms,
at any time, we recommend that a very careful study of the facts
and statistics of past year's effectiveness of the guns and a
serious questioning of the need for so provocative an
instrument.
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OP-ED
The Longest Article
Dear Editor:
After reading Mr. Bolger's article on ' Roots' I was deeply
concerned with a number of issues. The first is a misconception that I
had that censorship is an important part of journalism. Granted with
our constitutionally proposed freedom of speech, Mr. Bolgers has
the right to say what he feels, no matter how distorted his concepts of
history may be. I also realized that many would come out in protest
over his biased and thoughtless statements. However, there is one
point which I'd like to ponder and that is the decision of the
Independent to let him have such a large amount of space to answer
his critics in the February 24th issue. Agreed Mr. Bolger is assistant
feature editor, but that doesn 't give him the right to take up valuable
space that could be alloted to better and more researched articles.
Mr. Bolger has an article that covers parts of three different pages
in three different sections of your publication. I realize the problem
ofthe newspaper is to fill the space, but this seems to be carried a little
too far. It seems to become more of a personal thing and I do take it
personally for a couple of reasons. Since I have attended Kean
College, I've seen all kinds of material printed in the news. I've seen ·
the paper defend racist actiorrs by other papers, such as the Earl Butz
incident. I've seen such articles as ' I'd rather be wrong than right or
vice-versa'. True these are students that like seeing their names in the
paper. I feel they must get a kick out of ma ki ng stupid statements and
never realize that they are just a tool of the system. However, I feel if
this is a true democracy, then freedom of press is a must for all. I personally would like to write for the paper on a full time basis. I would
like my own column, but i've always been told that I should hand in
my articles to be reviewed. I don't think this is fair. Since Mr. Bolger's
article and others haven' t been censored, why should mine? I believe
in Mr. Bolger's.right to print his feelings on ' Roots'. I also feel I should
be able to print my views on his system. Because, without my being
able to print my own feelings as well as my people's about black history, then as Mr. Bolger admitted in his article, we will alw~ys be
guided by the erroneous history books that he was forced to read and
believe in.
All I want is a small amount of space to give some more c·r edible
facts about black history and the way blacks feel about life today.
Maybe just maybe one day we will all be able to state our .views
instead of the one sided presentations we are so used to.
Jimi Bell Ill

Who is Samuel Beckettl
By DaQiel Lamberti
I'd like to see Krapp's Last Tape produced here.
Krapp's Last Tape is a one act play. Beckett.
It has one character.
I'd like to see The Caretaker produced here. Pinter.
It has three characters.
I'd like to-see it produced here;
Krapp's Last Tape produced here.
I'd like to listen to stage silence.
There is stage silence in Kapp's Last Tape.
There is stage silence in The Caretaker.
Who is Krapp?
I'd like to see Krapp's Last Tape produced here.
Who Krapp is would be evident.
Yes.
Well, anyway. Just ideas.
I'd like to see The Chairs prod uced here.
I'd like to see the stage filled with cnairs.
The Chairs is an Ionesco p lay.
There are three characters . One act.
I'd like to see The Chairs produced here.
Well, anyway. Just ideas.

MAJOR DANCE PRODUCTIONS - MA_RCH 2ND & MARCH
5TH
The Townsend Lecture Series of Kean College of New Jersey .
will present two major dance productions, each promising
close personal involvement by the audience. On Thursday,
March 2nd, the New Jersey Ballet Company will be featured in
the Wilkins Theatre at 8:00 p .m. On Saturday evening, March
5th, at 7:30 p.m., Townsend Lecture will present RITHA DEVI,
internationally celebrated danseuse who has been called India 's most versatile dancer.
All programs in the Townsend Lecture-Series are free and
open to the public.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Kean College of New JerHy
PROBLEMS?
Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic violations
Contracts
Criminal

Consumer
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment
"You Name It"'

Call 2..UOO tor Information

Congratulations are in order for Messrs. John i\1exia and Howard
Popper. Almost single-handedly, they brought off the February 24th Pep
Rally. Now, r:iow, gentlemen, no false modesty. You ar~ the executive officers of KOPS, are you not? Then take a bow, for you ~re responsible for
destroying, in one afternoon, a quiet dignity that this •college had maintained .for one hundred and twenty-two years.
Certainly this is no small feat. In a time when great c~ncern is being expressed for the validity of publically-funded colleges iri New Jersey, making Kean appear ridiculous to the surrounding q:ommunities is a
monumental achievement. Are you sure neither of you are related to
Ralph Dungan?
How was Kear~ nade ridiculous, you ask? Allow me tcp quote from some
of this area's in~igenous dailies, their February 25th i~sues, to be exact.
"more than 100 students .. ·. turned out for a pep ralty-the first in the
school's history." That harmless statement was from the Star-Ledger, the
most merciful of the papers. "Planned to honor th~ college's unsung
heroes of court and gridiron, the affair drew fewer thpn 200 of the 8,000
students who attend on a full-time basis, and it appeiared that many of
them had come largely for the free beer," wrote the Daily News. The
Elizabeth Daily Journal was less delicate: "And all the t1hile, the students
who were to share the central role in the proceedings, gathered in groups
nonchalantly guzzling free beer, and exhi_biting only a mild interest in the
goings on."
The News also gleefully listed the dignitaries who were supposed to
show, but didn't. Governor Byrne didn't attend the rally because "his
helicopter had been grounded by bad weather and all his cars were in
use." Not only did State Assemblyman Thomas Kean, Y,1hose family name
has been lent to this ... institution, fail to show, but ~n alternate family
representative also never turned up. Meanwhile, the Jqurnal related how,
although Mr. Mexia was sad that the rally lacked pep, ~e took comfort in
the knowledge that he nad helped organize the precedent making
gathering. Wonderful. It was a complete f~ilure, but at least it was the first.
It embarrasses me to have to write about a pep rally in college. I had
hoped that an institution of higher learning would apply some of that learning to the outmoded "school spirit" concept. For example, in high
school, I was active in four or five different organizations, but because\
never attended the football games, I w,s declared to have no "school
spirit."
Now, years later, two glassy-eyed promoters of juvenile activities tell me,
as a member of the student body, that because I do not support the basketball team, I have no school spirit. What's more, they have the temerity to
do s'o through an organization with a misspelled cutesy name (Koalition of
Participating Students) and unintelligible slang (What in the name of
Samuel Johnson do the words "gungie" and "geeky" mean?). There is a
flaw in their reasoning. Although my interest in college sports is nil, I defy
anyone to say that I, as an editor of the newspaper and a student at Kean,
have no interest, i.e. "school spirit," in Kean College. What is true school
spirit but a belief in your school?
A question: what do the "Participating Students" participate in? Support
of the school? Not by giving local newspapers the basis for humiliating articles they don 't. What is the purpose of KOPS? In the December 9th
Independent, Howard Popper is quoted as saying, "KOPS is trying to be of
the students, by the students, and for the students." This implies that they
are of, by, and for all the students, which is simply impossible. In a student
body the size of Kean's, no organization, not even Student Org, can claim
to represent all the students. At best, a majority is represented, but tastes
are too broad, backgrounds too varied for total representation to be possible.
Who, then, does KOPS represent? The answer has beef) hinted at,
inferred, and generally talked around since the organizatio'n's creation.
KOPS represents those students who are interested in the progress of the
school's athletic teams. Is this representation necessary? After all, except to
the players, sports are simply another form of entertainment, like a play or
concert. However, because sports involves "our" team against "their"
team, the absurd notion that "our" team is better because it is "ours" is
cultivated, and nurtured with proteam propaganda. Is this the sort of thing
an enlightened community of minds, such as a college, should be engaged
in, a ritual only dimly removed from tribal magic?
I propose that KOPS be disbanded as a superfluous organization, that
Messrs. Mexia and Popper turn their enthusiasr:n to more productive
groups, such as the Retention and Tenure Committee, and that Student
Org refrain from donating any mo e of our activity fees to the subsidizing
of an audience for a form of entertainment. May the subject of pep rallies
rest mercifully in deserved oblivion. Amen.
Meanwhile, in other news, New York City is worried because the Jets
have been sold to New Jersey. My, my.
Chris Jarocha
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hr 811: Whelan
A friend of ours related to us a
conversation that took place during a chance meeting in a crowded
coffee shop . He was forced hy circumstance to sit with a sad faced
stranger a nd against his helter
judgment. he st rud. up a_con\'l·rsation o f sorts.
"How's
it
going ''".
our
imaginative hero hegan.
"Not good . Not good at all . at
all." was· the reply . ,
"Why do you say that ''" said our
friend . already so1-r,· to have gotten
involved .
·
"Well I'm the president of a
small college in Connecticut. I he
new semester's ahout to hegin and I
haw ,o man y prohlcms I don't
~now ho,, I'm. e, er going to get
them st raightcned out."
"For instance?" our friend in4uired .
"Well. wt· just finished p;I\ ing a
new parJ..ing lot. Now we hah' o,cr
5500 parJ..ing spots and we\e onl~
issued 5000 permits. :--/_o one "ill
have trouhlc finding a spot."
"That's had?"
"Sure it's had. We h;l\e a
traditional
parking
proh lem .
Students are used to it. It giH·s
them something lo com p lai n ahou l
and a ready- made excuse for la te
class at ti:nda nce ."
"Of cou rs.:."
"Oh th.:re's more . A new svs tem
the n:gist rn r tried 0111 a l late -rq! is-

lration eliminated long lines. /\nd
some people actually wound up
1ett~ng the classes they wanted. I
can't let that happen again ."
"Is that all'1"
"No. no . that's just the heginning. The state refused to raise
tuition . So the few students who
act ually pay their way will he ahlc
to continue. Bui that's only a minor
thing since it effects so 'few. What
really burned me up was having to
grant tenure to two instructors . I
just hate to do that. Now I can't fire
f hem on a whim. I no longer ha\l'
t hem hy the proverhial round
things. if you know what I mean ."
"Certainlv."
"But I'm -not giving up yet. I still
have hopes of getting things hack

Each week the editors of our
campus publications put aside
this space for items of revelance
to the Kean woman : students,
staff, and faculty. The Campus
Center for Women compiles and
edits the information; ammouncements, listings and often
commentary are each part of the
WOMAN SPACE offerings:
• A word of appreciation to
Sandra Flack who with some associates from the Sex · Crimes
Analysis Unit of the Union
County Prosecutors office " rescued" the February 23 segment
of WOMAN TALK. The
scheduled speaker c.: ncelled
due to illmenn and Sandy and
County Investigators Deidre

to normal. I' m g<>ing to ad mit an
ex t ra th ou sa nd students nex t
sem ester. If I have to hri ng t he m in
off the st ree t corners. I'll do it.
T hat'll take care of t he parki ng
p rohlem a nd it' ll screw up sc heduling too. I'll eliminate rnllcge hour
and have classes taught in the
cafeteria a nd newspaper office."'
" Ingenious ."
"Thank you . Bu i that's not all.
I' ve got a great idea for reg.isl ration . I'm going to put I he hoard
that lists cancelled classes in one
room and have student, pick up

(Continued on
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FESTIVAL OF PURIM
Purim, certa inl y the happiest
fest iva l o f the Jewish calendar,
ce lebrates t he m iracu lou s escape o f an en ti re nat io n from
their oppressor's decree of
genocide.
Twenty-five hundred years
ago the Persian empire was the
world 's super power. Although
the Jews were in exile under its
domain , they rested with good
status. Several important Jews
held key political positions; i.e.
Mordechai ,
leader
and
representative for the Jews, held
a seta in t he Ro yal Persian Court.
His adopted da ughter, Est her,
was chosen ·as queen . It w as
under such apparent social and
political security that t he antisemite Haman, first advisor to
the k ing, w as able to gain approval fo r his decree : " .. . to
destroy, to slay, and to exter- .
m inate all Jews, young and old ,
w omen and children, in a single
day ... " His com p laint: basically
that Jews w ere different and
d isloyal, and th at Mordechai had
ref used to bow down an d worsh ip him as a go d. ·
Mordechai realized this was
not driven by co mmon wordly
polit ics. He interpreted it on a

Scales and Melodie Schwarz
presented a very informative
program on women 's safety on
very short notice. Thank you .
• The Women 's Center at
Montclair State will begin a
" Positive Parenting" workshop
series on March 9 (to continue
through May 4) . Counseling
psychologist Sylvia Goldmar is
workshop leader for the series
which will have a limited enrollment. The fee for the entire
series is $25.00 per person .
Kean's Women 's Center (ext.
2296) has additional information.
• Among Kean 's library's
recent acquisitions are some
titles which
address the
phenomenon of the emerging

By Robert Kern
While I have instructed you on
what to d o w hen going o n the
town I now re al ize t hat in t hese
tou gh t imes, d o llarwise, it may
be cheaper to sta y home. Al so ,
suppose you are having a party .
with mixed drinks and w is h to
impress you r fr iend with your
new ba r in the playroom . (This of
cou rse in a few years when you
settle down .(
O f course I have found th at it is
less harrowin g to the poc ketbook to bu y a piece of
equ i pmen t wh e n t he opportunity arises . You don' t have
to seek out a special store most
large houseware stores (Rickel's,
Channel, Two Guys, etc.) carry
t he necessary eq ui pment.
Fo r a well equ ipped ba r you
need t he fo llowing:

1. A refrigerator. All to
you rself. One of t hose small
models, but if your fri en ds are
t he-vivaci o us so rt, you may j udge
t he size acco rd ingly. You must
get one o f you r own because the
family fridge is usually filled with
such non essentials as milk, eggs,
butter; meats, vegetables. Nothing there to interest the true part ygiver.
· 2. A measuring j ug. The 1 pint
of 20 fluid oun ces size is best.
3. A ba r shaker. A glass bottom and meta l top 2 p iece necessity in whi ch to shake a cockta il.
This can double as a m ixing ju g
for clea r drinks (Mar ti n i,
Manhattan, etc.) which must be
st irred rather t han shaken by using only th e glass tumbler.
4. St rainers. If you wish t o
splu rge you ca n go fo r both the
spring type an d regular strai ner.
The sp ring is usually used for
cocktails and the regular fo r
clear d ri n ks.
5. Jigger measure. Most like
the metal ones but I am prejudiced to ward t he plastic, hourglass shaped o nes w h ich have a
different m easu re on either
spiri tual level : The Jews had encone . If you fi nd on e w it h
jo yed t he luxury of t he ki ng's
d ifferent levels, b uy it.
ro yal win e feast served from the
6. Cutting board and sharp
sacred vessels o f t he Holy Templ e wh ich lay in ruins. This kn ife. Obviously to cu t up the
fruit necessary for sours and the
impend ing d isaster could onl y
like.
be a heavenly verdict.
7. Lemon juice. The regular
Mordecha i proceeded to fast
reconstituted rots to makes
and p ray . Soon Jews everywhere
drinks find a place which sells
were following his example. EsSun Ripe lemon concentrate,
ther herself fasted three days and
then , at Mordechai 's urg ing, ..., follow the directions and dissolve the powder in spring water
proceeded to approach the
(if available) . Orange juice is easy
king ; a t_h ing not to be done for
fear of losing one ' s life . to buy fresh and natural, any
Miraculous ly, the king greated
her wi t h fa vo u r, and acce pted
her invitat ion to her party. There
they d rank an d fea ste d unti l h e
reversed t he decree.
Many people of t he land were
furious. Following two days of
civil war, the Jews finally
defeated their enemies. The day
was proclaimed a celebration for
all time. On that day every year,
Jews gather to read the Megilla
of Esther, feast with wine, and
by'Frank Bolger
trade gifts. It is also a day for senhad intended, this week, in
ding donations to t he poor.
an unprecedented coup, to p r int
Two thi ngs are im porta nt to a n int e rv iew w it h t he
note: First, the story ca n o nly tem permental ldi Amin o f Uganvery superficial ly be interpreted
da, however, he beca m e enas a play of political int rigue. A
raged earlier this week w hen t he

(Continued on p ag e 7)

woman . We recommend serious
consideration of :
Signe Hammer's Daughters
and Mothers
Lynn Bloom 's The New Assertive Woman
Freda Adler 's Sisten in Crime:
The Rise of the New Female
Criminal and these to peruse
good-humoredly:
Mike McGrady's The Kitchen
Sink Papers: My Live As A
Househusband .
The New Woman's Survival
Catalog, Kirsten Grimstad and
Susan Rennie, editors.
• Adele Cohen , prize-winning
artist will exhibit her work at a
one-woman show atthe Phoenix
Gallery, 939 Madison Avenue,
NYC h
h M
h
I Nex~ week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE! • ~~~{g Cha~~~,- 13, begins
I section of The Independent:
11
B
,
b ·irant
I Item or event _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ __:;
I ngmar
ergman s . r'., 1
·
I Scenes from a Marriage on
Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _~ - -- - - -- - - ~I March 9 at h10 P.M
. This series will
urce _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
f ·I
· ·
IISo
I y
I present t e t m as 1t was
our
name
.
I
.
.
II
d
.
ed
.
the
long
I Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rm ong~na Y es,gn ., ,.e~,
.
I ·sA
Bookstore
Building.
, not_ the on
cutpage
version
•
- ; 112,
.._
____
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I version(Continued
11)
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stars refused his order to go
down so that he could sleep. He
has ordered each to be shot
down, and sadly, refused to be
questioned .
There is a good deal in. the
news that I , might comment
upon . Ji m my Ca rter has become
a Grampa for the second time. I
might cyni cally cite th is as a
Carter strategem to sew up the
dentist vote
for 1980
I could note, in passing, the
contention which reigns over
the committee formed to investigate the Kennedy and King assassinations. (A persona I aside
there. I must commend my own
investigative team for its
avoidance of such petty squabbles. Their fine work has yielded,
as hinted in an earlier Black Flag,
a startling string of coincidences.
For example, of the thirteen
patient's admitted to the Terminal Ward of Long Island Jewish
Hospital, as of November 22,
1963, all are now dead! Of the
nineteen police patrolmen on
duty that fateful day of the shooting in Dealey Plaza , fourteen
have gone on to play Holly
Golightly, in Breakfast at Tiffany's. Of the twenty three
thousand known eyewitnesses to
the foul murder, twenty five
thousand have published their

commercial brand will suffice.
8. Ba r spoon. Long handled
and sma ll bow led.
9. Si mple syru p. Heat equa l
parts sugar and w ater unti l all
sugar is dissolved . One- half
ounce o f simple syrup equals
about one teaspoon (bar spoon)
o f sugar. Make sure you use extra
. f ine sugar to make sure it d issolves in cold drinks. t hat' s in
case you don 't want to go
through the trouble o f making
t he simple syrup.
10. Cork screw. Obvi ously.
Preferably t he butterfly type o r
one which involves t urn ing
instead of pulling.
11. Can and bottle opener . Just
in case you get a si x o f foreign
beer which does not have a tw ist
top .
12. Ice Bucket.
13. Elect ri c blender (optiona l).
Iced cream drinks are a rar ity but
n ice to im press people with t his
is perfect for such drinks. Al so if
you are barba rian enough to buy
th o se instant drink mixes it is
perfect for maki ng a batch .
I have fou nd , t hou gh, that
qu ite possi bly t he m o st importan t item is a co ffee u rn t o
make sure the people ca n drive.
Also have a f unnel, bar ra g, a si nk
(i f affordable), and room for the
1
bottles and equipment to fit
behind the bar.
If you find yourself truly well
off it is worth the trouble to have
a permanent tap installed for
beer.
Through two lips over the
gums, look out stomach , here it
comes .

accounts. And the final, and
cru elest irony is the revelation to
one of my staff, that as a child,
the nanny em pl oyed by the
Kenned y's had switched her own
il legitim ate son with the boy of
Josep h and Rose Kennedy. It
t urns o ut, after t hese long years
of
introspection, that
Mr.
Oswald shot the wrong baby!)
I might refer to the controversy surrounding my review
of the Television program Roots,
and the subseq uent indignant
ba bbling wh ich has gurgled from
the mouths of its idolators (most
notably in th is issue, the tintinabulations of Mr. Bell) but one
does not respond to echoes. It is
unseemly.
The time is ripe for IRS
material. A burlesque of the entire farcical process by which the
grumbling patriot, his financial
resources sufficiently whittled,
presents his earnings for
scrutiny? A detailed narrative of
the picking of his pocket to
finance schemes and swindles
which no sane man, i.e. no man
not seduced by the tawdry
charms of the ballot, woula
contemplete? Such as constructing weapons and defense
systems which will be obsolete
long before completion . Such as
commissioning a s~lect squad of
military perso nnel to observe,
analyze, and report to the Chiefs
of NASA on the flight patterns of
a Whamo Frisbee. Such as subsidizing certain businesses, in
greater and lesser degrees, to actively discriminate against those

(Continued on page 7)
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Omar Sharif (who is a foreigner,
and thus must be viewed as
12:30 (9) Sitting Pretty (1948)
strange), and the usual stock of
Comedy classic about a subur- sagebrush veterans . The plot
ban couple that hires an eccen- turns on a legend of some lost Intric middle-aged man as a dian Valley of Gold. Julie
babysitter for their three Newmar is only in a few scenes,
children. Clifton Webb shines as and alas, they usually cut her best
Mr . Belvedere , the selfparts. I enjoyed this immensely
proclaimed genius who takes · when I was ten . Perhaps you will
suburbia by storm. Co-stars also. Lots of action . (2 hrs. 40
Robert Young and Maureen
min .)
O 'Hara are fine and Richard
11 :40 (2) Code Name: Heraclitus
Haydn is excellent as the
(1967)
neighborhood busybody, but it's As Borges said, " Every writer
Webb's picture all the way. (1 hr.
creates his own precursors." The
45 min.)
same can be applied to TV. This is
FRIDAY
an early version of the Six Million
12 :30 (9) The Third Man (1949)
Dollar Man with Stanley Baker in
An out-of-work writer (Joseph the Steve Austin role. Not as
Cotten) travels to post-war slick, but a bit more believable.
Vienna to look up an old friend
(1 hr. 50 min.)
(Orson Welles) . Only the friend
SUNDAY
has been murdered, and no-one 1 :30 (7) Pretty Poison (1968)
is interested in finding out why.
Eerie and chilling story, in
A fine suspenseful film , capped which Anthony Perkins struts
by a manhunt through the about in his continuing role as
sewers, with a screenplay by the affable psychotic. There is
Graham Greene from his novel, more than a little residue of Hitand a haunting title tune by chcock in this icy tale of a young
Miklos Rossa. (2 hrs.)
and neurotic fellow , who pos4:10 (2( Best Food Forward (1043)
tures as a secret agent so as to
Entertaining musical comedy
make time with a beautiful
starring Lucille. Ball as a movie young high school student
star who accepts a moonstruck
(Tuesday Weld in . the likewise
fan's invitation to his military familiar role of the chronic thrillschool prom. The ensuing com- seeker). The plot takes some
plications are fun, the sight of
delightfully nasty twists and conJune Allyson as an ingenue is
vulsions before the final and
charming, and the sight of Nancy deliciously
demented
conWalker as a wisecracking
clusion. As a renowned mental
teenager is hilarious (1 hr. 55
incompetent and disciple of ldi
mon.)
Amin, I award it four baskets. (1
SATURDAY
hr. 45 min.)
11 :30 (7) McKenna's Gold (1969)
MONDAY
Strange western tale starring 12:30 (5) Northern Punuit (1943
Gregory Peck, Julie Newmar
Errol Flynn, Nazis, and dog
(who is strange in her own right) ,
(Continued on page 11)
THURSDAY
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Jazz Series to Present
Charlie Mosler & Ragged Edge

Charlie Mosler & Ragged Edge
are a jazz band with a poet
instead of a - singer. The
instruments are gu itar, bass, and
drums. The sound is modern .
The poetry is original.
And the overall effect is kind
of unusual.
In each of their two 45-minute
sets, the poet in the group
(Charlie Mosler) does maybe
four to six poems. Like song
lyrics, the poems set moods the
music can build on. The
difference is that the poetry is
freer. It's less formal , it contrasts
more with the music, and it expresses things that just don 't get
said in the words to popular
songs.
No one is going to have the
nerve to call a band " Ragged
Edge" without having a whole lot
of confidence in the music; and
this band is made of some pretty

interesting players:
Harry Leahey has played guitar
with sax players as different as
Gerry Mulligan and Eric Kloss.
Last fall he worked with Jack Six
at Sweet Basil in Greenwich
Village; and recently he's been
working with Phil Woods, with
whom he's done an album.
Jack Six has been bassist in
Dave Brubeck's band as well as
with Gerry Mulligan , and he was
half of a duo with guitarist Jim
Hall when The New Yorker did its
Jim Hall Profile.
Glenn Davis has been
drummer with pianist John
Coates, and with the late Bernard
. Peiffer, as well as having worked
in a small group with Bill Watrous. He's a tasteful and inventive drummer.
Charlie Mosler has had poetry
readings at Richard's Lounge in
Lakewood, for the New York

Trivial Matters
By Robert Kern
Well gang, we' re back. Maybe
we' ll get a logo soon.
This week we enter the pulp
world of comics. Yes, those
people who are faster than
speeding bullets, more powerful
than locomotives, et cetera, et
cetera, et cetera. Simply put, if
you found the other two quizzes
easy this one is a piece of cape . ..
er . .. cake. So dive into a nearby
phone booth, whip out your
pens and go to it. Notary Sojac.
1. What does SHAZAM stand
forl
2. On what planet do the guardians of the Universe, who gave
Green Lantern his power, live?
3. What was the secret identity
of the original Flashl
4. Who is Wonder Woman 's
motherl (No it's not Cloris
Leachman.)

.

.

5. Who is the leader of the Fantastic Four?
6. Who could call up the dead
just by yelling " Eternity., !?
7. What group took orders
from Ravinl
8. What city was thrown clear
when Krypton exploded?
9. Who murdered the Batman's parents?
10. When J'onn J'onnz visited
earth from Mars what name did
he assume?
Special Brainbuster:
Recite Green Lantern's oath.

Poetry Cqoperative in New York
City, and lit the Charles St. Meeting Hous-, in Boston. Some of his
work h~s been in poetry
magazimfs, and in 1972 he had
another l:'oetry-and-jazz group
(Lynx) ~ hich did concerts at
severa I ci · lleges.
Charli Mosler and Ragged
Edge wi be featured by the
Student ffairs Jazz Series, Monday! Ma. 1 h 7 at 9:00 pm in the
Little Thflatre.
Admis~ion is free.

Anpther View
(Contin11ed from page 6)
closer look reveals that this was
directed by something higher
than nature. That is why G-D 's
name is 'not once mentioned in
the Book of Esther, but only
suggested with hints and hidden
combinations of letters: He is
there, but clouded in the
garrrent, of wordly matters .
Second point: The story of
Purim is not just an event of the
past. Not only have Jews been
threaterled all through their history with persecution and mass
slaught r, but even inside the individual himself there is the urge
to assirtjilate, to wipe out his or
her ide~tity as a Jew. Purim tells
such a Aerson to remember that
the whqle big threatening world
around him is only a manifestation of the G-D who made him
a jew if1 the first place, and that
he has the strength to overcome
it.

Wizard's World

(Continued from page 6)
their course cards in another . l'h:1t
way they can pick their schedules
and hy the lime lhey gel up 10 lhe
desk where the cards are lhe classes
will he closed . Then they'll have lo
go all the wa y hack to the room
where the hoard is and start over. I
get so excited when I think of the
confusion and disorder lhere will
he."
" I ca n a pp reciate that. "
'Tm going to fire eve rybody
co ming up for tenure. too ' I jusl
wi sh lhat I could do something
a hout th at damned tuition !"
"Well . it so unds lo me like

you've got most of it figured out."
"True But all that's next
semester. I want H, do something
now!"'

"Any ideas'r
"Yes. I've got some great
proposals f.or the facult y
parliament. I'm going to suggest we
eliminate student voice in matters
of tenure , promotion and retention . And I'll eliminate the open
attendance. You know. insta ll one
of those annoying cut systems that
aggravate everyone:·
,"You, sir," said our friend , "are
truly a man of independent
thought ."

The Black Flag
~~

~~

~~

Last year, the sto~of their
early years won II Etn111YS.
Now,seethetnin
,
their White House years.
O ne of the most celebrated events on televisio n last year was
the story of Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt in their early
years . Now, Jane Alexander and Edward Herrma nn con_tinue
their portrayals of the Roosevelts in "Eleanor and Fra nklin:
The White Ho use Years ." Don't miss it.

'Eleanor and Franklin:TheWhite HouseYears'
Sunday, March 13, 8 P.M. on WA BC-TV-Channel 7-.
Broug ht to you by

(Continued from page 6)
very taxpaying citizens. But for
such lampoonery, one need only
hold his venerable 1040 to a mirror.
With all these fat and luscious
targets to ventilate with my
lance, I propose a brief discussion of the art of shaving. An
artl Yes, for it is, as yet, an art, and
does not soon promise to
become a science. Ask the man
who has scraped with his razor,
up down , over, and through the
sometimes narrow passageways
of the face . Ask the man who has
emerged from the bathroom
with a new and frightening
profi le a la Frankenstein. The
process • of defoliating one's
features remains the lone daily
and impalpable hazard of
Modern man . Precise though he.
may be, e xactin g, and ted iously
cautious, he is just as likely to
fin is h with mighty red rivers
flowing down his cheeks, his
features staring up at him from
the sink, as the man who simply
grits his teeth and carves.
The fir st question encountered, when t he subject is
ra ised, is, " How often must you
shave?" This varies from age to
age and from man to man. In
high school , amongst the Irish
clique, it was believed that
Italians shaved from birth. This

wrongful impression spring from
the fact that, while the rest of the
schoolboys dotted their faces
with flair pens to appear older,
the Ital ian classmates sat in the
Dean 's office undergoing mult iformed harangues about the
evils of hair on face .
In my own case, I offer the
following chronology. I must
shave daily to . retain m y full
dignity. Aftert<) ne day I am still
respectable, but am steered clear
of by those,'wishing to avoid near
occasions of sin (a list that dwindles ,)
and presumed to have
a number of schoolboys chained
to the wall of my cellar.
After two days I am · fit company only for the Captains of
tramp steamers in the Pacific. By
the third day I am sufficiently
disheveled to be mistaken for a
college professor on t he e ve of
the vote on the budget by the
state legislat ure. On the fourth
day I am hailed as the only surviving Union General of the Civil
War. On day five I appear to the
world , as nothing more than a
ball of lint. On the sixth day I am
pronounced dead .
I could, in this manner, devote
my space to this underexplored
skill, but it is tiresome. Perhaps I
won 't write a column this week.
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Photo by Paula Jensen

(L. to r.) Eating as much jello as their stomach's can hold are Ken Murray, Dan

Lemberg and R.alph Abbate.

Lou Lodato wo n the Jello Eating Contest, held in the Pub, by eating two tins of jello.

Photo by Dave Rose n

Kathy Amoroso, as Edith, and Joe Morano, as Claude, in the Lunchtime Theatre's
production of Not Eno ugh Rope.

Kean's 1st
Pep Rally

Ph oto by Steve Schei

Phi Mu Alpha Stage Band provided music at the Pep Rally.

Attending the first Pep Rally in Kean College's history were more than 100
students (most of whom attended for the free beer). The rally was held in
order to put some spirit into the student body and to have them support the
Basketball Team in its last game of the season. (See page 15 for the results of
the game.)
Bob Baker, in true form, rolls out the barrel.

-
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(L. to r.) Cartier, Diane and Samii modeled Spring and Summer wear at the Pizarro Fashion Fair last Thursday night in the Little Theatre.

Ph otos b y Joe Horvath

Gee-Tar Woman

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Free beer was one of the main attractions at the P_e p Rally.

I

I
er

Loretta Bolger, folk singer, performed for a "quality audience" last Thursday.
Photo bv Joe Horvath

Among those who attended the Pep Rally were the members of the Basketball Team.
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''Is There a Doctor
in the House?''
by Anne Geller
The Theatre Series is proud to
present its Spring production of
Moliere's The lmo1ginary lnnlld,
beginning March 8th. Th is
French farce stars Gary Reddick
as Ardin , the hypochondriac,
and Jo Anne Williams, as
Toinette, the maid . It seems that
the " ailing" Ardin is insistent
upon having a doctor for his
future son-in-law. However, his
daughter, Angelique, is in love
with another man . Meanwhile,
Ardin's shrewish wife is determined that Angelique shall
become a nun so that there will
be no one to inherit Ardin 's estate.
The tricks and schemes that
follow are hilarious. The rest of
the cast that joins in for the fun
are Kevin Lynch, Kevin Costello,
Leon Acosta , Bob Sharky, Terri
Woods, Sharon Weiner, Rita

Donald, Mike Bachmann, and
Martin Anderson. Alan Moon is
serving as student director under
Dr. Peggy Dunn. Alan has written
a lot of additional material, including a new finale.
You will have an opportunity
to enjoy an evening of fun - The
French Way - fo r two weeks. The
production will be in VaughnEames 119 from March 8-13 and
March 15-20. Tickets are now
available in the Box Office of the
TPA from 9-5.

Gov. Candidates to Speak
During the month of March, and general elections.
,
Kean College will play host to the
On specified dates, individual
major gubernatorial candidates, candidates will be addressing
as they address themselves to the student questions in either the
issues concerning college College Center or Hutchinson
students.
Hall auditorium. In order to
In sponsoring these visits, the facilitate the greatest number of
Political Science Club hopes to responses in the time allotted,
be able to make the student · and permit everyone to hear the
body more aware of the views question being asked , the
and opinions of the major audience will b'e requested to
politicians seeking the gover- write their questions on 3" x 5"
norship. This should make a cards, available from the ushers.
sound, educated evaluation
On Monday, March 7th,
much more likely to those Congressman James Florio will
students who choose to exercise be present in the Little Theatre
their right to vote in the primary from 10:30 A.M . until Noon. Mr.

.. ... ffl/

by Chris Jarocha
What do you do when a
talented friend gets to put on a
concert of her own? If that friend
is Loretta Bolger, performer at
many a Kean coffeehouse, you
share in her joy by attending. If

I guess that for a first effort (the
only pep-rally at Newark
State/Kean in 105 years) it wasn't
.too bad. Perhaps future events
will be better organized. It is
desirable to try to generate
school spirit and honor our unsung athletic heroes, but at a
time when money is so short it
seems a waste to spend $400.00
for 200 beer drinkers.

"""lif

.,,.,

Steve Scheiner

KOPS Chairman John Mexio1 leo1ds
b.and ii chance to rest.
As forthe rest of the rally ... well. .
It was possibly the most
disorganized mess I have ever
witnessed. The chief guests of
honor (Gov. Byrne and State
Senator Kean ) did not show; the
P.A . system did not work ; and
the beer was only fair to middling (and not enough taps) . The
K.O .P.S. people did not seem to
know what to do, and eventually
President Weiss had to lead the
cheers. (He wasn 't bad!)

the rally, giving cheerleo1den o1nd
I was extremely impressed by
the " Pep-Band ", and would like
to see the group continue to participate in college athletic events
(Possibly play at next year's football games). The thought behind
the rally was noble and
sincere-I only regret that, to
quote a New York Do1ily News
headline :

RAH

" RAH
BLAH ."

GOES

BLAH

.

Entwined 1n
"Not Enough Rope"
by Arlene Casey
Lunchtime Theatre is back
again , and from the announcement and programs given, it
looks like a good season.
" Not Enough Rope" was its
first production , lasting exactly
30 minutes. The production was
shown February 22, 23, and 24, at
12 :30 P.M . It was a SpeechTheatre Arts-Media presentation
of the English Department.
Under direction by Rita
Donald, Kathy Amoroso (Edith ),
Joe Morano (Claude), and
Lauren Joy Parnes (Mrs. Pierce ),
marvelously carried out a difficu It script by Elaine May .
The program distributed to the
audience read " One of the
1,000,000 stories in the Naked
City. Poor Edith, run over by all ,
including Claude, her love
inte.-est, attempts suicide. The

On Wednesday, March 9th,
Senator Anthony lmperiale will
be appearing in the Little Theatre
from 1 :30 until 3:00 P.M. Mr.
lmperiale is an independent,
presently
representing
the
residents of northern Newark in
the state legislature.
Other candidates appearing
later in March will include
Thomas Kean, Brendan Byrne,
and Mayor Paul Jordan.

Bard of ,Coffeehouse Does Concert

Pep, Really?
by C. T. Proudfoot
I attended the pep-rally last
Thursday, sponsored by K.O .P.S.
It was given in honor of the
Squires basketball squad, who
deserve much recognition for
their fine record (18 & 8). Music
was provided by the " Pep Band,"
a collection of fine studentmusicians. Their up: beat sound
was the high point of the event.

Florio is a Democrat, presently
representing
the
second
congressional district in
southern New Jersey.

bittersweet con cl us ion of this
single episode reflects the
isolation we all feel in this rat
race we live in ; indeed, this
Naked City. " The play was
comically tragic on the lau ghter
scale of the audien ce, February
23 .
Props and costuming were
beautifully simple, a la 1950's or
earlier. Mime was used w ith the
door frames. All other props
were quite real.
A wordy conversation deta iled
the dialogue, which illuded the
play's message, if there wa s any
theme intended. Introversion vs.
extroversion added some finishing touches to the unusual script,
thanks to Kathy and Joe. Miss
Parnes played a delightful cranky
old lady about to die. The best
scene done in mime was Edith 's
line to Claude , " Can you force it

Photo by Joe Horvath

the date of the concert is February 24th, you attend by swimming to the Little Theatre.
Last Thursday's concert was
unfortunately sparsely attended,
the heavy rain keeping many
music lovers indoors. Luckily for
some music lovers, that indoors
included the Little Theatre.
Those who did not attend were
either stranded or unfamiliar
with this young woman's talent.
It is for the benefit of the latter
category that I include the
following brief biography.
Loretta Bolger - born in a
stone hut on the moors of
Haworth - oh, sorry. A recent
Kean graduate, Loretta had, for
many years previous, entertained visitors to Coffeehouse by
performing on her guitar. She
would balance on it while juggling danish. Tiring of the
monotony of her life, she soon
took to playing the guitar instead
of playing on it. Her powerful,
melodious voice, combined with
a love of songs by performers
surnamed Taylor, made her a
popular visitor at those Thursday
night gatherings.
However, Loretta had been
keeping a low profile dur-ing
recent months. I think it
belonged to Clark Gable. She
forsook singing for her first love,
writing, and spent sleepless
nights alternating between work
on a novel and capsule reviews
for the lndependent's " Bleary
Eye " column . Luckily for
posterity,~ a Christmas soiree
returned her voice to the public
eye (eh? ), and, with the opening
of the new Little Theatre, and a
dearth of Coffeehouses that has
sadly continued to the present

writing, she was scheduled to do
a one-woman show, her first (not
co1,1nting weddings, funerals,
and pub festivals), on February
24th. (Many of the above facts
are lies. Ask Loretta to tell you
which are which.)
The audience that gathered in
the Little Theatre on that stormy
night had none of the critical impartiality evident at, say, most
Bruce Springsteen concerts.
They were all present to pay
homage to a friend's ta lent. What
a surprise when they started to
enjoy themselves instead.
Loretta made the audience
feel comfortable by pretending
to be scared out of her mind.
When all were in good spirits,
her real panic began. She used
her nervousness to introduce
her first two songs, " Keep the
Customer Satisfied" and "And
When I _Die." The encouraging
response that followed served
only to panic her even more.
Desperately seeking to be
ignored, she sang a Livingston
Taylor song, "I Can Dream of
You," but this only served to bring a round of applause from
those in the darkened theatre.
The Inquisition was to continue.
In an attempt to alienate the
majority of the audience, she
dedicated songs to people she
knew (" Kathy's Song," " The
Night They Drove Old Dixie
Down," and " Midnight Blue" ).
However, this backfired, and the
audience praised her for including the personal touch.
Finally, she threatened to sing an
original composition, a ballad to
a 1966 Comet she once owned.
· This, too, backfired, as the
audience laughed in all the right
places. She was doomed to be

liked this evening. Defeated, she
completed the set (" Winter
Sky," " When I'm Sixty-Four,"
and " Over the Rainbow" ) and
kicked her glass of ice water in
frustration before leaving the
stage.
Sharing the program with her
that evening was the Pizarro
Fashion Fair. What quirk of
scheduling led to the combination of an Irish folksinger
with a Black fashion show will
probably never be known.
Pizarro is a Manhattan-based
Black designer, and eleven of his
creations were displayed by
three models, two men (Samile
and Tony) and a woman
( Diane ). While the fashions
were attractively designed, one
couldn't help but feel that they
were out of place. The average
folk-concert audience rarely
buys original fashion creations .
The P'izarro Fashion Fair deserves
to return at a more suitable time,
such as early afternoon, when
the fashion-conscious traffic is a
bit heavier than it is at 9 in the
evening.
Loretta returned after the
fashion show and played five ,
songs. She then called for requests,
and
immediately
received a cry for "Desperado. "
This was followed by "Ruby
Tuesday" and "When the Day is
Done," both of which the
audience participated in, to
close the show. Summoned back
for an encore, she expressed her
feelings with a "Thank You
,Song."
With her imaginative . (some
would say warped) sense of
humor, directed at herself as
often as at anything else, Loretta
Bolger supplemented a musical
talent too long absent from
Kean . The event wasn 't so much
a concert as an excuse for a
gathering of friends, and Loretta
not a distantly formal entertainer
but a hostess. Possibly even a Tastykake. By inviting us, through
her mus ic, into her hea rt, Loretta
gave we in the audience a
glimpse into her home, a home
as zany as any of George S. Kaufman 's creations, but equally as
full of the tender human values
of that playwright's works . Thank
you, Loretta, for being good to
us.
Mrs. Bolger, you 'd 've been
proud.

open? ", followed by Claude's
mimed attempt . to force the
locked door open . Putting all
that energy into pretend ing the
door open wa s very impressive.
A Judy Garlan d record added a
subt le coincidental ach ievement
in the drama. Not quite clear
were t he jo kes about Claude's
legs, but sent the gigglin g sailing
sky high . Even fu nnier was the
drum roll durin g Ed ith 's wh ining
abou t not bein g able to hand
herself unti l the record player
was turned o ff.
" Not Enough Rope " was
unusually outrageous.

Lauren Joy Parnes, as the invalid Mrs. Pierce, rolls on to glory in "Not
Enough Rope."
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Off The
Shelf. • •
Dress for Success
b y Robert Kern
For the past several years there
have been many " How To"
books on the market. Such
books include the subjects of
sex, power, intim idation, incompetence and how to overcome it, how to be you r own
friend, et cetera.
It seems logical then that
someo ne wou ld come along
and , in this vein , come up with a
book about dressing. Now if
you ' re plann ing on being a
perpetual free spirit, mus ician,
or out-of-work genius (like me),
then this book will not mean a
damned thi [lg to you .
If you WO \Jld like some viable
advice on how to impress people
on a subl iminal level on a job
interview by dressing right, this
book is for you (and me).
Business majo rs wh o p lan on
entering the corporate field will
fin d t his book a m ust to get
ah ead. The others wi ll at some
ti me have dea lin gs with some
co rporation and this book will
help you make the best impression possible . Especially if
you 're hauled into court.
The whole thing started with a
master's thesis written by Molloy
about the effect of clothing on
people other than the wearer.
His research is recapP.ed briefly'
in the opening chapter of the
book but only to show that the
method is truly objective and
reliable.
Out of the thesis Molloy finally
wound up with his own consu lti ng firm for corporations. He
taught executives how to dress
for maximum efficiency and impressiveness.
Have you ever wonde red how
some men seem to fit natural ly
into clothes? They are said to
have the perfect bo dy and
everythi ng just looks good. O dds
are that either he or his tailor are
well versed in what ma kes
different men look good.
Are yo u intimi da ted b y
salesmen on those few o ccasions
you go in to buy a suit? W hen is it
proper to wear sports clothes for
a business meeting?
In the book these question are
handled in an easily understandable way. Molloy dedicates
chapters to picking out coordinating shirts and suits. How to
have a good wardrobe without
going into hock.
M o lloy never guarantees in
the book that his tips will make
you an overn ight success but his

research does prove that many
corporations are interested in ·
people who can project the.
proper image.
Most students feel that d ress is
a matter of individual taste. True,
inprivate, but if anyof youplan
on try ing to make it " out t here in
the real world ," you have to
know how to play t he game on
t heir rules .
When you go for that fi rst big
interview not only will you be
prepared yourself but you' ll also
be able to spot any trick the
interviewer may be using.
Molloy spends a part o f the book
on how one person 's office can
be used to another person 's advantage.
·
Colo rs, sty les, p atterns,
lengths, everything you need to
know in a han dy, easy to read
paperback guide.
Dress for Success can be foun d
at our own co llege bookstore
and I (in my god-l ike fashio n)
recommend itto Business majors
as a supplement to their book
learning, and to Business fa culty
as perhaps requ ired reading (If it
is - congratulations ). For the rest,
it is an informative, helpful intro d uction to t h e world and the
first steps to beating them at their
own game.
(Dress for Success, John T.
Molloy, ---Warner Paperbacks,
$1 .95, 239 pp.)

(Continued from page l)

An experience of Grace and Beauty
by HaA-k Snyder
Lazar Berman, an internationally acclaimed Russian
pianist recitaled Saturday night
at t he Kea n College Theatre for
the Performing Arts, nee G.
Wilkins Theater, nee nyeh T.P.A.
The near capacity tweed and last
season's dazzled by the certai n
solvency of the Soviet's Slavon ic
sol iloquies.

Due to Berman 's wi sely havein g dispensed with verbal communication and any shape or
form , (At his reception, the
rotund Russ ian artist repeatedly
demonstrated the remarkable
ab i l ity to e at and t a l k
si multaneously w ith his mouth
f u l l, while h is face wa s
submerged in a bowl of borscht),
the audience was rem anded to
wa iting for the first sounds of
Scriabin Sonata No. 3 before fa lling madly in love with t he Russi an virtuoso.

t he piano si nce he was two yea rs
old , (perhaps too, this could expl ai n h is posture), and ha d given
Following th is, were Six his first con cert at t he tender age
Preludes of Rach man inoff whi ch of fo ur wa s not hollow boast.
rd er; th e ever
included in
Seated beh ind the pia no, this
popular F# minor opus 23 , not to bulky man spo rting a too tight
be confused wi th D major opus tuxedo was transformed into an
23 , succeeded by th e G minor image of grace and beauty when
opus 23 easily di st inguishable by the sheer poetry of liis music
at lea st a half-tone and a transcended his instrument filldifference of nine from G# ing the very souls of the
min o r opus 32 , th en on to b audience with the heart-felt
minor opus 32 , th e Bb major romanticism Berman cla ims to
o pus 23 and laSt lY, and un- be the key to his style and
forgettable C# and yo u' ll never · success, doing Rachmani noff all
Bb opus pocus. (Wi th a name t he j ustice the composer
th at has as many letters in it as deserves. In keeping w ith the
!'delicatessen," 1 guess you want generosity
and · ele gance
to keep th e names of your characteristic of the Russian
creations as short and numerical people, Lazar Berman was easily
as possible.)
called back for no less than three
Displaying all of th e finesse encores, the last of which was a
and artiSt ic dexterity which his crowd pleasing and gracious
re~utation dem~ nd s, it was made favour of a selection from Gerev,~ent that his billing wh!ch shwin's Rhapsody in Blue.
claimed that he has been playing
Berman recordings include

°

Liszt's Transcendental Studies,
Rach m aninoff's Moments
Musicaux, Sch uma nn's Second
Sonata an d the complet e
Scria bin Stud ies Opus 42, which
are expected to be released soon
in the West. A new all-Liszt
recital . on Melodiya has been
released to coincide with the
American tour, along with the
Tchaikovsky Concerto NO. 1
with Prokofiev's Eighth Piano
Sonata.*
Bravp Mr. Berman, your perfor ma?ce was a privilige to exper•ence. And than k you for
honoring one of our favorite
American composers in your last
encore. Your outstanding performance easily rates three and a
half cabbages.
*Record info supplied by the
K.C. Concert Series.

Gillsberg's MSC Sutra
b y C. T. Proudfoot

Goin' t'see Ginsberg,
W O W !!
Goodby pep- rally,
Hello Montclair,
(Sorry K.O.P.S.) .
Over to IRC for a mike,
Into John 's car,
Pa rkw ay, man !
Garden State mov' i n,
"J's" mo uth mov'i n,
Rich people 's houses,
(Ask safety patrol lady wh ere?)
Turn left . . .turn right,
Rou nd an d round parking lot,
In to the ha ll,
Cultured folk,
A llen . .. hey!
Is karma contagious?
D id you know that Alie~
Ginsberg's mother graduated
from Newark State in 19157 This
fact did not influen ce the poet's
choice of which State College to
visit (he wen t to Montcla ir), but a
small group of Kean students d id

The Bleary Eye
sleds set in Alaska. Figure the rest
out for yourself. Don 't fall asleep
before the ending. (2 hrs.)
12 :30 (9) You Can't Cheat an
Honest Mari (1939)
Carnival owner W.C. Fields
versus Edgar Bergen, Charlie
McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd,
elephants, high society, kids and
dogs, and his own performers.
One of Fields' most endearing
roles. (90 min .)
TUESDAY
11 :30 (2( Trapped (1973)
James Brolin in locked in a
department store guarded by
killer dogs: Tense action , good
· drama, but wh y doesn 't he set off
the alarm and get help? (90 min.)
12 :30 (9) A Night in Casablanca
(1946)
Underrated Marx Brothers
film , one of their last. Features
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the return of Sig Ru~ann , last
seen in A Night at the Opera as
Gottlieb, here playing a leader of
a spy ring . (When this film was
being made, some hot-shot
young lawyer at Warner Brothers
tried to keep them from using
the name " Casablanc .. "
Groucho's cgrrespondence to
the Warners may be found in a
book called The Groucho
Letters.) 1 hr. 45 min.)
WEDNESDAY
1 :25 (2) The Naked Jungle (1954)
Charlton Heston and love
interest in an outpost in the
jungle, surrounded by an army
of African Fire Ants. Good nature
footage. Fine ants. Not for the
squeamish .
.
2:00 (4) My Favorite Brunette
(1947)
Bob Hope when he was still
funny.

Womans· Space
(Continued from page 6)

Poet Allen Ginsberg (right) and stepbrother Eugene Brooks.
get to see him. I tried to tape the
performance, but was hassled by
black-shirted M.S.C. ushers.
What I did record didn 't come
out very well because of the terrible sound system in Ballroom
A. Ginsberg was quite disappointed with the sound , and
commented that such an expensive building should have a
better audio system.
Allen shared the platform with
his stepbrother, Eugene Brooks,
who read some of his poetry as a
warm-up for the main event. Mr.
Ginsberg started with some of his
older material, including several
selections from
Howl. I
. especially enjoyed his reading of
" Sunflower Sutra" (my personal
favorite) . His emphasis of key
words and phrases gave added
meaning to the poem , and
opened up new thematic insights for me.
Ginsbe'rg went into a long
monologue on sound and its importance to poetry. He credited

William Carlos Williams w ith
developing highly sound-orientated poetry in America , and
predicted that poetry would
ultimately return to its origin, the
articulated word. Allen also
commented on his recent road
trip with Bob Dylan 's " Rolling
Thunder Review". He stated that
Dylan had impressed on him the
importance
of
delivery-" Dylan 's facial contortions are an attempt to
present visually the meaning of
his words."
At the end of the program,
Ginsberg sang several songs he
had
written, accompanying
himself on the hand-pump
organ. They were all fairly silly,
and dealt mainly with the poet's
homosexual tendencies (" Only
You, Guru," " Jersey City Boys,"
etc. ). I attempted an interview,
but due to adverse weather conditions,
Ginsberg
departed
immediately for the 'city lights'.

shown previously in American
theaters. Bergman 's film is a
masterful study of marriage (and
freedom)
in
contemporary
society.
• This mon th historically . . .
Frances Perk ins becomes the first
woman appointed t o the U.S.
Cabinet as Franklin Roosevelt's
Secretary of-labor, 1933.

Answers to Trivia
1. Solomon, Wisdom; Hercules, Strength; Atlas, Stamina;
Zeus, Power; Achilles, Courage;
Mercury, Speed.
2. Oa.
3. Jay Garrick.
4. Queen Hippolyta of
Amazon Island
5. Mr. Fantastic (Reed
Richards)
6. Kid Eternity
7. The Secret Six
8. Argo City
9. Joe Chill
10. John Jones (We never said
they were original writers)
Special
Brainbuster:
In
brightest day, in blackest night
no evil shall escape my sight, let
those who worship evil's might
beware
my power, Green
Lantern's light.

The last day to withdraw
from a course for the Spring 1977 semester and
receive a 50% refund is
Wednesday, March 9,
1977.
The last day to officially
withdraw from a firsteight - week (1 / 313/30/ 77)
course and
receive a grade of "WD" is
Tuesday, March 1-5, 1977.
Official
w ithdrawal
forms must be completed
in the Registrar's Office,
first floor, Administration
Building, or in the Evening
Office, J106 .

"Only on Tuesday"
presents
THE JOHN MACEY BAND
High energy Jazz- Rock
featuring
a young jazz guitar wizard.
Tuesday March 8th
Sloane Lounge 1 :40-3 :00

Former Psyofthe Handicapped
Students
interested in attending
. Woodbridge State School
weekend March 25-27
contact Nickie Berson
CSE. Leave name, address
and phone number with
secretary.
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All
College Party Tonight
Featuring·: Dog Daze
Free Beer Snack Bar

a

0, tf(arc h ?

Tu es d()._

;t/tlJll wl-11
{)h__~

/l'Ov ·..,,

3ped'~rtt

Time 8:30 - 1 A.M.

Arts Dialouge Presents
Joe Stallone-potter Joe
will
demonstrate
and
show a slide presentation
dealing with the elements
that influence his own
work with a history on the
media . V.E . Ceramic
Room, Time 1 :40-3 :05
March 22

Communication
Skills
Workshop
1 :40 p.m .
Wednesdays
Campus Ministry Office
(Bookstore bldg.)

classifieds
WANTED
2 looking for a ride to Daytona
Fla . for Spring break will share
expenses call MaryBet
or
Marty 527-2949

FOR SALE
Radio Shack
(Realistic)
cassette car stereo player 2 / 5 "
inch speakers with wires and
mounting brackets included asking $60 .00 call 634-0750, ask
for Bill

male Sales / cashier
parttime hours at
Center Pharmacy
1108 Liberty Ave .
Hillside New Jersey
call 354-3169

Full & Part time Retail Sales will
train King Size Co. Route 22
Union call 964-1312 ask for
Dee

Typing done at home $ .50
double $1 .00 single,elit e type,
extra long carriage theses
reports- Call 322-8869

fk 6tudM-f Gvttzrf-a

The Housing Office is spon soring a ski weekend to Hunter
Mt. on March 11-13. For $60.00
+ 6% sales tax you will receive :
1 . Meals. All you can eatand all
the beer and wine you can drink .
2. Lodging
3 . Transportation to and from
re~ort and Mt .
4 . Tobagganing
5 . Four cocktail parties
Snowmobiling and horseback
riding facil it ies are available at an
hourly rate. Discounts on lifts,
equ ipment and rentals are also
available. There are a limited
number of spaces ava ilable so
sign up NOW. Leave your deposits with Jerry Feldman, Bartlett 108.

Russian Exchange culture on March 6, 1977 at
1 :30 p.m . Place
Townsend Hall. Pr.esented
through the Philosophy
Dept. of Kean College. For
details and inform~tion,
please contact Eugene Enfield, c/o Philosophy Dept.
RSVP March 1, 1977
Exchange
of pictures,
slides & movies from the
Russian Trip of 1976 &
1977.

7'PIC~"

ht

Admission $1 .00

PERSONNEL
Student Affa irs Office
proudly presents for the
first time on Kean Campus:
"Colt"
If you're into Rock experience you won't soon
forget, come to the Little
Theatre on March 8th,
9:00-11 :00 p.m. and enjoy

March 3, 1977

CC-/</!
BONJOUR MOLIERE
After three weeks of rehears a Is, the cast of
"Imaginary Invalid" is finally
g_etting

down

to

serious

business. They claim the
script is so funny that they 're
having a hard time playing it
straight-faced . Well I guess
that means we're going to
have to pay $3 .00 to see what
everyone is laughing at.
Tickets are now on sale at the
box. office at the T.P.A.
Moliere 's farce, under the
direction of Dr. Peggy Dunn,
can be seen March 8 -1 3 and
Ma.rch 15-20. The Saturday
night performances are
already sold out. So hurry and
get your tickets to this
hilarious event that's got a
foreign flavor to it. Remember - only at Kean can you see
it done - THE FRENCH WA YI II
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STUDENr ORGANIZATION ELECTIONS
Applications for Executive Board officers of Student Organization and N.S.A. Coordinator will be available
in the Student Organization offices in the College Center Building on Monday, March 7th at 9 :00 a.m. until
Friday, March 11th at 4 :00 p.m. Applications for these positions will close at :00 p.m. on March 11th with a
mandatory candidates meeting at 4 :30 p.m . in the Student Organization Confe~ence Room on Friday,
March 11, 1977.
To be eligible for these positions, you must be a full-time undergraduate student in good standing. A fulltime student carries 12 credit hours or more a semester and ·is in good standing with an accumulative
average of 2.0 or better. By the end of the Spring, 1977 semester, a candidate for each position must have
the following semester hours earned in order to run :
ELECTION DATES 1977
Monday, March 7-11
Applications for Executive Board of Student Organization and N.S.A.
56 credit hours
President
Coordinator are available in Student Organization b ffices in the Student
56 credit hours
Vice President
Center Building from 9 :00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday. March 11
Applications for Executive Board of Student Or~anization and - N.S.A.
Coordinator close at 4 :00 p.m . MANDATORY Mee~ ng of all candidates at
29 credit hours
Ass't Treasurer
4 :30 p.m . in Student Org. Ballot positions will be as1,igned.
29 credit hours
Secretary
Thursday, March 17
Primary election for Executive Board of Student O r ganization and N.S.A.
Coordinator. Polls open at 9 :00 a.m . and close at 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 22
SPEECHES of candidates for Executive Board and N.S.A.
to be held in the
29 credit hours
Ass't Secretary
I
Snack Bar in the College Center Building.
N.S.A. Coordinator 29 credit hours
Thursday. March 24
Final Election for Executive Board of Student O~ an ization and N.S.A.

SHORTBREAD~ ME•~

JIM GLJM\N[.~L_;' Polls open at 900 a.m. and close at 5QO pm

-----·
---

Thursday, March 3, 1977
6: 00- 8: 00 p .m .
9:00 p.m .- End
fi:00-11:00 p .m.
8:00-11:00 p. m.
7:30-10:30 p.m .

Sw ing Phi :,wing M eeting
A ll College Party
Omega Psi Ph i Meeti n g
Gospel Choi r
Prayer M eeting

Browsing Rm
Cafeteria
Browsi ng Rm
D R Ill
A lumn i Lge

Friday, March 4, 1977
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
8:00-12:00 p.m .
8:00- 2:00 a.m .
9:00- 2:00 a.m.

Eveni ng Student Council
Student Cou ncil Meeting
Meet the G reeks
Sw ing Phi Swing D/lnce
Delta Sigma Theta Dance

A lumni Lge

Saturday, Marc h 5, 1977
2:00- 6:00 p.m.
8:Q0-10:00 p.m .

Delta Sigma Theta
Tow nsend Lecture Presents
RITHA DEVI Indian Dancer

Browsi ng Rm

Sunday, March 6, 1977
11:00-2:00 p.m.
12:00-3:00 p.m.
.1 :00-5:00 p.m.
4:30-7 :00 p.m.
5:30-8: 30 p.m.
7:30 p .m.-End

Nu Theta Chi
Delta Sigma Theta
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Groove Phi Groove Meeting
Mass
CCB Movie: " Once Is Not Enough"

DR Ill
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm B
Browsi ng Rm
Alumni Lge
T.P.A.

Monday, March 7, 1977
8:00-11:00 p.m .
8:00-10:00 p.m .
9: 00-11 :00 p .m .

Omega Psi Phi Meeti ng
La m bda Chi Rho
Jazz Show : Charles Mosler

Mtg Rm A
Browsi ng Rm .
Little Theatre

7:30 p.m .-End
9:00-11 :00 p .m .

Third World Move ment·
Spani sh Cu ltu ra l Club
CEC Meetin g
Lambda Alpha Si gma
Jewish Club
International Students
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Campus Ministry
1.F.S.C. Meetin g
Outing Club
Psychology Club
Sigma Beta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Si gma Kappa Phi
Rock Concert: '" Fli ght"

Browsing Rm
W400
CSS104
]100
W300
J130
J101
]132
W207
J135
J103
DRIii
W207
VE114
J132
W213
W100
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre

Wednesday, March 9, 1977
3 & 8 p.m.
8 :00-1 :00 a.m.

Movie: " Carnal Knowled ge"
Nu Delta Pi Party

Little Theatre
Browsing Rm

Tuesday, March 8, 1977
1: 40- 3: 00 p .m.

,,

6:00- 8:00 p.m.
7:40-10 :00 p .m .

,,

,,

Cafeteria
Browsi ng Rm
TV L~e

Li ttle Theatre

M.arch 3, 1977
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First Of Its Kind In N.J.

Conference Explored Community Conservation
by Howard Brayer

A two-day conference, Conserving Communities/Urban and suburb.an, was held February 24 at Kean College and February 25 at Livingston
College, Piscataway. The purpose of the conference was to explore what
exactly is community conservation , ways of preservin_g neighborhoods
and restoring urban centers , and how public officials and private citizens
can avail themselves to these programs and subsidies.
With the participation of elected officia ls, planning directors, historical preservationists, academicians and community
activists, the conference brought together
people from diverse backgrounds. It have
them a chance to meet and share ideas tha t
is otherwise not possible.
A theme that was constantly emphasized
was brought up first by the conference's
keynote speaker, Monsignor Geno Baroni ,
director of the National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs. He called upon Americans to

dramatic improvements in the appearance
of old neighborhoods with the use of low
cost government loans.
One of the problems in financing urban
renewal has been redlining by the L '-0 If
a bank red lines an area, it means it wlil not
give loans to people there because they
feel it is a bad risk. Solutions to this problem
were implemented recently in Hoboken . In
that city, government grants were given to
local homeowners to offset the extremely
high interest rates charged by the banks. In

ij
Ph oto by Tom Prillo

I:

Dr. Nathan Weiss welcoming the particip.ants of the conference to Ke.an College.

. Princeton Preservation Revolving Fund ,
was discussed and thought by many to be
an excellent idea. The revolving fund is set
up by private contributions and public
funds . The fund then makes investments in
real estate and sells them quickly to buyers
who agree to keep the building at certain
conditions set up by the revolving fund .

..,X·~

Phot o bv Tom Prillo
Photo by Tom Pril/o

repeated by many of the speakers.

Milton Kotler, of the Institute for Policy
Studies
in
Washington, criticized
government programs for urban renewal
over the past quarter century. He said
people in their own neighborhoods have a
right to choose their own destinies.

" take pdde in their diversity, rather than
their sameness." He said, "that it is time that
people begin to accept one another's
ethnic, social and religious differences and
learn to live together. " He went on to say
that we are suffering from "cultural bankruptcy," that is we are all losing our identity
and we are all being taught to• act alike.
Throughout
the
conference,
past
programs for urban renewal were attacked
and new ideas were discussed . Patricia
Sheehan, commissioner of the New Jersey
Department of Community Affairs
underscored this idea by saying, " we now
recognize for the first time that we have
limited resources and we need a
meaningful program of conservation and
preservation .
There was a general agreement among
the participants that past programs of urban
renewal where entire blocks were bull
dozed and new projects were put up are no
longer valid. Instead, the old areas should
.be preserved and the buildings
rehabilitated with the cooperation of local
residents, private i{ldustry, banks and the
government. Arthur Ziegler, president of
the Pittsburgh History and Landmarks
Foundation , showed
slides
showing

other programs, the government has
guaranteed bank loans to homeowners.
Both of these programs have met with a
high success rate.
Milton Kotler , director of the
Washington based group, the Institute for
Policy Studies, spoke of how government
thinking towards urban renewal has
evolved over the past quarter century. In
the early 1950's, the domihant thinking was
directed toward improving the physical
appearance of_the inner city. They failed in
Kotler's opinion because of the great
migration of poor people from rural areas
to the cities.
During the Kennedy-Johnson years the
idea was to socially improve life in the
cities. This was attempted by the implementation of social programs through
the use of hugh superagencies . Kotler then
criticized the thinking of the Nixon-Ford
era of " triage," which means to help only
those cities that can be helped and led the
others shrink away. He suggested that the
people in the neighborhoods should have a
right to choose their own destinies and
called the mission of neighborhoods a
"mission of freedom. "
An innovative local program, the •

from the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs, Patricia Sheehan is reminding the audience that there are limited

resources to work with. This theme was

Charles Haar, a professor at Harvard Law
School and a member of President Carter's
task force on housing, gave a final overall
view of conserving communities with a five
point program. He called for subsidies to
help the poor rebuild their homes and a
negative income tax, where a person who
makes under a certain level of income
would
receive
money from the
government. This would change our
present welfare system around substantially.

DIAMONDS

The second and third points were to improve the responsiveness of the Federal
and local governments to the needs of the ~
poor. Another program was to give private
developers incentives to build better
housing. The last point was also farreaching, as Haar wanted a special bank
where all state and local government
securities are backed up by the federal
government.
This conference, sponsored by the Middlesex and Union County Cultural and
Heritage Commissions, was the first of its
kind in New Jersey. In the past, those
concerned with community conservation
often did not know of all the resources
available to them. The planners of the
Conference hoped that by holding this
meeting, all those who participated came
away with new knowledge of what can be
accomplished.

WATCHES

REPAIRS
_,

•

inters
Diamond Jewelry Exchange

Jewelers For All Seasons

HELP!

j

We Can He lp You Satisfy
That O ne Special Person
For Any Occasion

DISCO UNT WITH STUDENT I.D.
In Union Center
1000 Stuyvesant Ave. ·
Union, N .J. 07083
Phone: 687-9055
Ph o to bv Tom Pri ll o

At one of the conferences informal rou ndtable discussions, Terry Karschner and Con nie
Gibson discuss state actions to support neighborhood conservation.
·
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Squires' Bench Strength Adds to Miracle Season

by David Schwenzwe

Don't ever tell Squires asst.
Basketball coach Mike Donofrio
that a team 's reserves do not play
a key role in its overall success.
The Squires bench of Gary Williston, Charlie Raub, and Brian
Cavanaugh combined for 29
points in a key 81-68 win over
Ramapo, rebounding from an
earlier setback at the hands of
Upsala.
"The
entire
bench;

Cavanaugh, Williston , and Raub
all played well," praised Donof-

Squires went on a 22-7 tear to
" Our defensive press in the
take a 56-44 lead. Then it was just
rio, who took over the head
a matter of time before the second half helped turn the
~db
. ~J.nds in the two games comcoaching reigns for one night
Squires would have their 18th game around. Hubbard was exdue to an illness to Squire coach
victory in 26 tries.
Before last Wednesday 's
Joe Palermo.
cellent and Ashworth had some
key steals."
b llgame, Upsala 's star David
Donofrio pointed out that the
Shooting with dead e ye acKi k received the ball he used to
defensive play of Jerome HubContinuing their balanced
curacy, the Roadrunners held a
b ak the school's all time scorP-34 half time lead.
bard, and Steve Depts helped scroring attack, the Squires were
ing record. Kirk has now scored
led by MacDonald with 16, Eloy
turn the game around. Hubbard
" Our offense came out very
13;58 career points.
blocked 6 shots.
Ashworth tallied 15, and Depts
sluggish in the first half."
r he junior Squires eeked out
" Hubbard is an aggressive totaled 12.
The second half was totally
an; exciting 66-64 victory
ballplayer. He has a knack of beHubbard pulled down 26
different. led by Raub, the
Wl:!dnesday night.
ing in the right spot at the right
time. Excellent jumping ability,
"
and he also covers a lot of
ground. Jerome is an intimadator."
leading the Squires offensively were Depts with 16 points,
Raub contributed 14, Nick Yankowicz and Hubbard tallied 12,
and Gary Williston chipped in 10.
"This win should help us mentally, especially after a loss."
The price of victory was high
for Kean . Star forward Vin MacDonald sprained an ankle late in
the first half. It is not known how
long he will be out.
On Wednesday night, the
Squires, despite a furious second
half comeback, went down to
defeat at the hands of the Vikings
76-71.
In the first half, Upsala, led by
their all time leading scorer
David Kirk, stormed to a 42-27
half time lead.
"We came out sluggish in the
Doing itagainst
his way:
Squires' forward Vin McDonald adds style to his first half, and late in the game we
scoring
Upsala.
just ran out of gas. We don 't run
too well, and our players just got
Photo by Steve Scheiner
tired," moaned Donofrio.
Guard Eloy Ashworth eyes his confrontation against Upsala defender.
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Two Kean College Athletes Make..S.C,h,~
by Bob G,aczyk
1/m Rkcaeti; fin ;,hed the 1976

.h---•e;'age and
w;,h
a
.447
attong
" .Spo~f
dngk
ea med the Raw!;"~
Good Company' Bog
oc
Kean CoJJe,;r

g;,en ,o I oou/d not pas, ;1 up,"
R;cd!e/Ji saj:' "~, nee may ,;01
I wa,ted, I e C a
come
" I ,eaaga;n."
Hy do not know why I was

independent
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SPORTS
Award " as the top hitter in the
d 1s
. t nc.
. t But still no f scouts
h'
flocked to his door to of e~ I~ a
lucrative contract and h1~ lifelong dream of becoming a
professional ·ba~eball player
appeared uncertain .
However, last week ~he
Roselle Park native made the first
big step in changi_ng_ his dream
into a reality by signing a freeagent con!ract with the
Baltimore Orioles.
" This was the only offer I was

never d ra fted · I've always
d hit well
no matter where I playe , on any
level."
· h
While at Roselle Park H1g School Riccitelli was an all
county' performer w1'th a t" 400best
plus average and was one o
itchers in the state.
p In his first year at Kean College
Riccitelli split his time b~twheen
shortshop an d t he p1tc
. ers
moun d , a nd managedbto hit
k .471.
I g
Coming back from a ro en _e
that sidelined him for the entire

Icemen A wait Playoffs
The Kean College Hockey
Team, (12-9-2), will meet Wag~er
University, (10-5-1), in the first
round of the playoffs on Sunday
evening March 6th at Danny
Michael~s Ice Palace in Florham
Park. The time will be 8:1~ p .m .
Kean clinched 2nd place in the
Eastern division while Wagner
finished 3rd in the Western
division. The two teams have not
met in regular season play. h
Wagner has a large team t at
utilizes a tough chec_ki!'lg game
similar to the hard hitting Kea~
team Coach Tom O ' Donnell ~s
opti~istic about his team s
chances against Wa_g ner, and he
feels that it is crucial that Kean
wins this important 1st round

game.
· ped
Meanwhile,
Kean_ rip
Maritime 9-1 in preparing for the
la offs. Center John Lang c~niinied his hot scoring pace w~th
2 goals and an assist in the v1cb
Mitch Wernoch, Bo
~oryian John Primavera, and
~ke Griffin each cont~ibuted a
I and an assist while Dean
~~~k and John Montana scc ··ed a
goal each .
Defensemen Ed Dereskey had
. ts 1· n the winning effort,
two ass1s
M
while goaltender frank
o;~
uerra turned back 24 of
~aritime shots in his fine e~~~t.
Three stars: John Lang,
I e
Griffin , and frank Mosquerra .

y ARISITY GOLF

.

be of the Kean College varsity

Anyone
be at":!': m~eting on Tuesday, March 8
olf teamwishingdto
shoulc repor
l: 40 p.m. in Townsen~ 106.

:t

""''°"

1975
be~--,.. 22yea,-o/d ;nfie/de, ,epons m me
Odole, m;no, league ,p,,ng
. ·ngk on
camp
on Ma,ch a,,ee,.
19th to
'"obo
a prnfess;ona/
em "

~rei;it-TOTN~y;.tawedbyherhistory-makd

I'm
,ea Y· "
ha,e a b;g
"'" I Ihmd k_ you
hav~ not;ced.
You
yea,the fom toge 10h
(the
ha,e
to
;mpn,ss
t
em
b
scoutsI on hey wH/fo,g_e<a I ou It
I'm th;nk;ng posotore y.

Y~_u.k that I can make it. There
:r~~'t too many good field and
d hit shortstops around.
goo
Most can either d o o~e or the
other " Riccitell i, the first player
iilin Ke~n College history !o s1~n
l with a pro team, will co~tin~e I~
~ baseball in some capacity if dh 1s
~.;, major 1eague quest
b
benII s.
is
';;; " Whatever happens, ase a . k
l:i.
to st1c
"'in my bl oo d and I want
,,
"& with it in someway.
d
~ Last week Gela Maz~la ~ar~~
a lace alongside Jim R1cotell1 in
Gela Mazella
thpe Kean College record books.
·
· a game
She scored 24-points
in
.
" The big thing I really want to a ainst Lehman College and _in
do is to prove to eve_ryb<;>dy thd ·t~e process became . the first
were wrong," Ricc1tell1 state . 1·000-point scorer in Kean
" I've been working out on my
,

j

Intramuraf &
B ketball

aS ,
Monday Mens-

Busch

The
Bombers defeated the Eagles! 5~30. as Wade scored 19 prn~es·
Ryan tallied none fodthedEagth~
The survivors e g\ehind
Blackbirds , 49-44,
4 and
Thomas h who
a ' was
dd scored
d 1, Royster
Elliott w o a e kb: d with 18.
h' h for the Blac ir s
1g
hipped the
The Chumps w_th balanced
Nuggets 59-33 wi
d
'
•
and Lo ge
scoring. Damico dez 13 and
ed 14; Fernan
~i~on 10. Rilli's 8 points v.:ere
high
for the Nuggets . The ~1ck!
h'1 ed Them 96-35 as aye
2
0
~
24, Kittrell 13, Wh~~~et1
d Leary and Selby a
an

f!cJ

0

~t;~e,day• The :_.e~?:::'hd
ed ed the Celtics, . -

~t

Gr!ham and Diaz scoring 1_6 an
14 respectively. P_e~i~l!o
t~6~
andI · Mellace
Bartlettwit
Ha II won a close
Ce t1csf.
Midnight Lightning,
game rom
·
ere
59-57.
Tiplady
and
Ham~
w
the whole offence, scoring 26

s~~?A,z~:~w~h

~

22 po;nt, the
next guar
~a~e
ing ;n,i
performance
aga
Glmbo,o the
Stale5-5
to
he, ,egula, season mee, WO
1,037 total oints.
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= Jim Riccitelli_
Mazella
a senior who
transferred
from
Wagner
College after her sophomore
. looking forward h"
to hthe
year, 1s
•
.
nal
tournament
w
reg10
• ic ·t is
being held at Temple Univers1 y,
March 10-12.
-----------

I

C, 6 p.m.- Lightning five vs Bus-

~~':n

B 7 p.m.- Playboys vs Hearand Zasowski with 19 led
Mjdnight Lightning .. The Over thstones/ C, 7 p.m.- Klansmen vs
Hill Gang received a 2-0 Ph'
t~eit win from the Lizards. The ' Gy'm B 8 p.m •.,Rogers Hall_vs Best
3~1s won their second game 83- Team( C 8 p.m.- Chi vs P1
53 over the Gunners. Johnston Mar. 7:·
Un
was high with 26. Maslo a~d f~r- G
8 6 pm- Survivors vs
riera added 16 each. Pari_n w~th tJu~hables/ Gym C 6 p.m.19, an d D'1cossmo and Weiss with Chumps vs Eagles
12 each led the Gunners.
G m B 7 p.m.- Them vs
esd
Women's- Brown Bl~ckbirds/ Gym C 7 p.m.Wedn
ay
d
25
Sugar won their secon gamed 7- Knicks vs Nuggets
Shazam Wells score , Mar. 8:
11 over
·
.
rs
and Plesent 6 for the wh.inhnef . G
B 6 p.m.- Owls vs
. , 6
·nts were ig
or
Fazio s
~i1e Resident Rips R::gades/ Gym C . 6 P:m.Gun ners vs Midnight Lightning
~had:~ · the Kean Kuties II their
an
b a 30-24 score. G m 8 7 p.m.- Celtics vs Jox/Gy~
C y7 p.m.- Gold vs Over the Hill
Weber led . the Gang
.
'th 10 points apiece.
winners w1
h " h for
: :6 p.m.- Nu Theta vs Team
~he;g;~:';t~~o
d;fe:te ~
Gym C 6 p.m.- Shazam vs Kean
_ behind Deans
Kutiesll
•
2
42 13 added 10 points
Te~m 5,Parrish
G m B 7 p.m.- Sig Kap vs ~oz10
ri1~~: winners. Glenn and Brady H~II/ Gym C 7 p.m.- Resident
had 4 apiece for Team 5.
R' s vs Over The Hill Gang
Schedule:
G~m B 8 p.m.- Zeta Delta vs Delta
Mar 3·
G
Dribblers/ Gym C 8 p.m.- Brown
Gym. 8.6 p.m.- Tau vs Eieio/ ym
Sug~r vs Sharp Shooters

~~m~~~e~n/

';.":1i

~a~

5J

P,11ge 16

Much 3, 19n

INDEPENDENT

Dopers' Corner

Candle Flame Was the Cause

Fire Evacuates Birch Dorm
by Jill Sawyer
A fire started by a candle
caused the evacuation of Birch
Hall (formerly Building 4) on
Tuesday, February 22 at 3 :00 in
the morning. .
Carol Cappelli, head resident
of Birch Hall explained that a
canclle flame ignited a speaker
grill and then spread to the
drapes. This caused smoke to fill
the room . Cappelli added, " The
fellow in the room got most of it
out before he left the building."
Other students were
evacuated by two policemen
who were making their rounds at
the time. All the residents
remained outside for an -hour
due to the excessive smoke.
"Some people tried to sneak in
while the fire bell was still
ringing," Cappelli said.

According
to
Cappelli ,
" There's a little bit of a problem
with the fire company responding right away. For some
reason the bell was disconnected
and the fire department did not
know (about the fire) until we
called them."
Samuel Levine , Campus
Police's Safety Bureau Commissioner, clarified the reasoning behind the disconnection of
the fire directly to the fire
department. He added , "The
co n n ect ion to the fire
department was just a temporary
thing. " He also added, "Our new
system shows the building, the
trouble, and then we contact the
fire department."
Levine explained that the new
system for fire safety as being
connected directly to the police
station here on campus. A
machine is set up which has a
map of the campus with a red
alarm light substituting each
building.
,
When
an
emergency
develops, the red alarm light
lights up and this registers on a

Conflicting
Reports
(Continued from page 1)
the night shifts. A criticism of the
board was that the " before
period " was one year and the
" after period " was only six months, up to the time of the report.
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tion, criminal identification, we
are in contact with police
stations in every community in
the state on a one to one basis."
Greenberg
compared
Kean
College with a small borough
and his force as well equipped as
any other.
"I believe that the majority of
people would like to see the
police armed," said Greenberg.
"When we got guns on the night
shift everyone accepted them
without a voice in the matter, but
wi_th a voice we get opposition. "
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Assaults on police officers, according to the reports, occured
during the night between 6:00
p.m . and 2:00 a.m. after the issuance of guns. Police officers
were in possession of sidearms
during these times.
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Student Council members are
reserving comment on the
program in order to hear
Greenberg's proposal at tomorrow's meeting.
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STUDENT COUNCIL
RESERVES COMMENT
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decrease in the offenses
reported
before the implementation of the program as
opposed to the offenses after the
program began.
An ·analysis of Campus Crime
Statistics shows crimes reported
on the whole were increasing,
however, they compared a full
year of crimes to a six month
period. These reports, filed
between July, 1975 and January,
1977, state the number ,of all
offenses on this campus to the
Attorney General's Office and
are included in the state issued
book of crimes in New Jersey.
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Gun
Proposal
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students, shows that women
smoke as much as men, athletes
as much as nonathletes and that
students who start smoking pot
in their early teens wind up with
better college grades than late
tokers. Researchers speculate
that pot stimulates curiosity and
the
most
adventurous
youngsters smoke first .
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Return to:
Charles J. Longacre, Dean
Administrative, Academic Services
Administration Building, Second Floor

Name of Recipient ___________

z0

r'-2

Greenberg
Speaks

The Committee, appointed by President Weiss, has been asked to recommend
recipients for the Honorary Degree. The Committee would like the help of the faculty,
students and Alumni in choosing those to be honored at the 1977 June Commencement.
Members of the Kean College community desiring to offer recommendations for
honorary degrees should forward the names together with a short descriptive statement
to Charles J. Longacre, Dean, Administrative Services, Administrative Building, Second
floor . Suggestions must be received on or before Tuesday, March 15, 1977.

We,11pons Cut Crime

-a,-a
...

machine similar to a teletype
mach ine that provides campus
police with the read out of the
exact problem.
Levine explained further that if
the bell was hooked up to the
Union Fire Department there
would be a possibility of too
many false alarms or the chance
of tying up their phones (which
get a busy signal after the alarm
goes off) and preventing them
from
answering
other
emergency calls of equal importance.
The damage caused by the fire
includes the speakers, drapes, a
broken window, and genera.I
smoke damage. The estimated
cost of the damage is still
unknown.
Relph Jaen-Gilles, a Birch Hall
resident,
recalled
his first
immediate reaction to the fire.
He stated, "I was sleeping and
my roommate woke me up and I
put on my pants when I heard
someone-scream 'help get some
water'." He added, "I couldn't
get to the water because of all
the smoke."

Recipients Sought For Degree

Greenberg has stated that
another, more comprehensive
report is being worked on which,
he believes, will show how the issuance of weapons has cut down
on crime on campus.
According to the two reports
the Campus security system has
had a radical improvement over

- ~f\ft;J;i

(Continued from page 2)
straight groups. After performing certain tasks, men were
arbitrarily told that their work
was unacceptable and that the
work had to be done again. The
group that was stoned took this
announcement calmer than the
others.
A survey taken at the University of Vermont revealed some
more interesting data. The
survey, involving over 500
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